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SINO-SOVIET RELATIONS, SHULTZ VISIT VIEWED 

HKO10441 Hong Kong ZHONGGUO TONGKUN SHE in Chinese 1050 GMT 28 Feb 87 

{Text} Bong Kong, 28 Feb (ZHONGGUO TONGXUN SHE) -- Reports on Shultz's visit to China 
and Wu Xueqian's visit do seven European countries including Czechoslovakia, Poland, 
and Bulgaria recently have been frontpaged in RENMIN RIBAO at the same time. There are 
indications that China intends to extend relations with the Eastern bloc while not 
changing its attitude toward the United States. 

On the cccasion of the 15th anniversary of the promulgation of the Sino-U.S. Shanghai 
Communique, a Chinese Foreign Ministry spokesman stressed that Sino-U.S. relations 
have developed steadily and will continue to develop in the years to come. 

The U.S. side has also noted that Beijing has not changed its attitude toward 
Washington even when the drive egainst bourgeois liberalization is under way in China. 

(Jiasidun Guxier) 10502 2448 7319 0657 6007 1422], assistant to the U.S. secretary of 
state, said that the time arranged for Shults's visit to China has nothing to do with 
the events that have taken place recently in China. The secretary of state was invited 
by the Chinese Government during his meeting with the Chinese foreign sinister at the 
United Nations last September. Four years have passed since his last visit to China in 
February 1983. He said that it is time now to visit the country and see what changes 
have taken place. 

Officials of the U.S. Embassy in Beijing optimistically believed that there are no 
problems of “controversy” leadicg to frictions between the two countries. 

Meanwhile, some East European figures disclosed that Soviet leader Gorbachev extended 
an invitation to Zhao Ziyang expecting the Chinese premier to visit Moscow after 
visiting the five countries of the Soviet bloc this June. Although Beijing has not 
made any official response, some diplosatic figures believe that “it will possibly be 
realised.” 

According to diplomatic figures, if Zhaw Ziyang visits Moscow, the talks between the 
leaders of the two big communist powers will be the critical turning point of 
Sino-Soviet relations. Since Soviet leader Kosigin'e meeting with Premier Zhou Enlai 
in Beijing after attending the funeral service for Vietnamese President Ho Chi Minh in 
September 1969, Sino-Soviet top level meetings hav- been suspended for 18 years. 
Moreover, Zhao Ziyang's forthcoming visit to five East European countries will be the 
first one by a Chinese premier to Eastern Europe since the lade Premier Zhou Enlai 
visited Eastern Europe in 1954. 

Furthermore, it has been reported that China plans to send a higher diplomatic official 
to replace the ambessador to Moscow. This particularly shows that China attacses great 
importance to Sino-Goviet relations. 

So far, China has pursued an equidistant diplomacy toward the United States and tho 
Soviet Union. The dynamic diplomatic policy adopted by China since the beginning of 
this year indicates that China has taken a step forward in “maintaining equi libris. 
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XIMNBUA ANALYZES USSR-U.S. NUCLEAR TESTS 

0W270756 Beijing Tuna in English 0732 GMT 27 Feb 87 

(“News-Analysis: Mew Round of Soviet-U.S. Nuclear Test Race Starts — (by Tang 
Xiushan)" — XINBUA headline] 

[Text] Moscow, February 27 (XINBUA) — Moscow's nuclear blast Thursday marks the start 
of a new round of nuclear tests between the Soviet Union and the United States, each 
trying to outmaneuver the other for military superiority. 

The explosion, conducted at 8 a.m. Moscow time at the main underground nuclear test 
site in Semipalatinsk in central Asia, came as no surprise. 

Last December the Soviet Government announced that it would resume nuclear testing 
after the first U.S. nuclear blast in 1987. 

after two U.S. nuclear explosions earlier this gonth, Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbechev 
declared on February 16 that the continuing nuclear tests by the United Stetes had “put 
an end to the Soviet mgoratorius” on nuclear testing. 

Moscow said the resumption of its nuclear testing is necessary because its unilateral 
moratorium, which has been extended four times since August 1985, did not receive «a 
positive response from the United States. 

Washington refused to join the Soviet eacratorium, arguing that nuclear tests are 
essential to its Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). The U.S. said the Soviet nuclear 
tant moratorium does not meet the sccurity interests of the United States and its 
allies, since the Soviet Union now has advantages in land-based strategic nuclear 
weapons end conventional arus. 

Washington also aaintained that reliable verification of a total test ban was 
impossible without onsite inspection which the Soviets rejected. 

Moscow for ite part has made it clear that its msoratorium was meant to obstruct the 
United States from improving its existing nuclear arsenal and developing space weapons, 
thus preventing the U.S. from achieving silitary superiority. 

The nuclear test ban is an obvious struggle for silitary superiority between the United 
States and the Soviet Union. 

The Soviet Union has now decided that whatever the effect will be of an end to the 
moratorium, silitary superiority counts gore than publicity superiority. 

The continuation of U.S. nuclear tests and the resumption of Soviet nuclear testing 
will likely lead to a new, vicious nuclear arms race and worsening of tension between 
the two superpowers. Aras control talks between them will likely become gore difficult 
under such circumstances. 
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REMMIN RIBAO URCES LIFTING COCOM EMBARCOES 

§K261406 Beijing REMMIN RIBAO in Chinese 20 Feb 87 p 7 

{[“Economic Jottings” by Chen Tean (7115 3676 1344): “When Will COCON’s ‘Embargo’ Come 
to an End”) 

{Text} On 16 February 48 Business business groups, know as the “icebreskers” is 
trade with China, called on the government: It is high ties thet Chine was 

“completely removed” from the strategic export embargo list of the Coordinating 
Committee for Export Control (COCON)! 

This is not empty talk. Lifting the embargo on Chins is a realistic, 
development. COCOM wes originally an international secret embargo orgenisat 
the United States formed in 1949 in coordination with NATO countries end 
pretext of “common security.” It was directed against Eastern countries, 
China. Sowever, given the tremendous changes in international 
War II, COCOMN’s “embargo” has become increasingly out of keeping with the 
of the times. The “basis” on which COCON imposed an eubargo is 
not to mention the feet that the original “special embargo limits” set against 

5 
{ i N 

Chins 
were gore ctringent than against other countries. Objections by aany asaber siates 
finally forceé COCIN to abolish the “special embargo lisits” against China in the 

Later, it also relaxed the embargo on China many tiges. According to « 
British press report, in a regulation taking effect in February last year, COCON agreed 

try to circumvent it. They cften e to 
restrictions. This has leaded COCON in a difficult position, causing it to exclaia 

2 i 4 if fekt 
it 

scientific, and technological exchanges 
boundaries. They cin neither be banned aor closed. 
world's economic, scien.ific, and techno 
all national civilisations. Take the exchanges China and the Western 
civilisations es en exemple. WNeither the “embargo’ imposed hy the West nor the 
national seclusion practiced by the previous Jhinese feudal rst ies could prevent 
exchanges between these two civilisations. 
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The world economy today has increasingly become an interdependent and sutually 
contradictory entity. Lifting the embargo and developing normal trade contacts are 
beneficial to the economic development of both parties and even the whole world. The 
call of the 48 British business groups is indeed far sighted. It wundoudtedly 
represents a challenge to COCON’s “embargo.” When will the “embargo” come to an end? 
The existence of this discriminatory “embargo” runs counter to the trends of economic, 
— 4 and technological development ia the contemporary world. Is not this worth 
ponder ing 

nis Beijing REMMIN RIBAO in Chinese 23 Feb 87 ~ < 

eo 1380 2502): “Let's See If the Deadlock Can 
Be Broken” 

{Text} Istanbul, 21 Feb — The ninth round of indirect talks simed at political 
settlement of the Afghan issue is to be held in Geneva on 25 February. Due to the fact 
thet the Soviet Union has recently become somewhet flexible in its attitude toward 
political settlement, in eddition to the frequent digiomatic consultations among 
various parties concerned, the present round of tslks has become particularly 
noticeable. 

The process of seeking political settlement of the Afghan issue through indirect talks 
started in 1962. At that time, the foreign minsters of Pakistan and the Kabul regie 

end Afghanistan, on an international guarantee for the implementation of the agreement, 
end on sending beck Afghan refugees. Sowrver, a crucial agreement on the withdrawal of 
Soviet troops, end a specific date for the pullout in particular, has not yet been 
reached. The focus of the ninth round of indirect talks will be on the specific date 
for the Soviet Union to withdraw its troops from Afghanistan. 

expressing different views on the prospects of the talks. According to 
en optiaietic view, this will be the “decisive” and “last round” of talks. 

thet the Afghan crises, which have lasted 7 years or so, will ffi fe. : 
eventually be settled. Sowever, a gore general view is that it is difficult to predict 
the proesectc for the talks, end that the outcome will asinly be determined by whether 
the Soviet Union further adopts «a flexible attitude in the negotiations and 
perticularly by whether the degree of the flexibility of the date for the withdrawal of 
the troops and the establishment of the future Afghan regie is acceptable to all sides. 

Over the past 6 months, there have indeed been some changes in a certain practice of 
the Soviet Union. For example, it has longer insisted that troop withdrawal is «a no 
matter between the Soviet Union end Kabul, which brooks no interferen-s by other 
sides. It has agreed to put the problem of « troop withdrawal onto the agenda of the 

vate, these changes have indicated that the Soviet 
Afghanistan out of diplomatic necessity. However, 

people have also noticed that the Soviet Union has not intention of giving up its 
vested interests in Afghanistan. It is seeking a satisfactory method which can enable 
it both to extricate itself frome a predicament, end to continue to coat z 1 
Afghanistan. (paragraph continues) 
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Wile 
the two sides to the negotiations ere seeking the possibility of reaching en agreement, 
they cannot but consider the attitude of the resistance forces. At present, the stand 

As long as there is a single Soviet soldier 
on Afghan soil, they will aot stop fighting. 

Altaough the Afghan resistance forces are not participating in the indirect talks, 
their attitude and stand will affect the process of the political settlensat. 

of the resistence forces is that the Soviet Unicon aust iamediately and unconditionally 
withdrew all its troops from Afghanistan. 
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SECRETARY OF STATE SBULTZ CONTINUES VISIT 

Meets Li anten 

04021128 Beijing XIMNBUA in English 1121 GIT 2 Mar 87 

(Text, Beijing, Merch 2 (XIMNBUA) — Chinese President Li Xiannien said here today that 
the Sino-U.S. relations have been asking steady progress, tit the Taiwan issue, « 
substantial one in the Sino-U.S. relations, remains yet to be solved completely. 

Be expressed the hope that the United States would do something about it. 

President Li aade these remarks at a aseeting with U.S. Secretary of State George Shults 
and his party here this afternoon. 

Li asked Shults to convey his greetings ‘o U.S. President Brmald Reagan and r-called 
the ware reception accorded hia during his visit to the U.S. 14 1985. 

Shults told Li that President Reagan is auch interested in the development of the 
D. s.- Gia relations. 

Briefing Shults on cnina's situatio:, Zi said that China now enjoys political stability 
end wnity, the country’s economic construction jz also asking steady progress, and the 
policy of reforms end opening the country to the rest of the world is developing in 
depth and en all-round way. 

Of course, he said, China's reforms, slong with the opening of the country end 
invigorating of the dcmestic econcay — aust follow the socialist road since China 
wants to build socialies with Chinese characteristics. 

Se invited Shults to see and learn gore of China during his visit to other parts «7 the 
country. 

Meets Li Peng, Zhang Aiping 

0WO21242 Beijing KIMNBUA in English 1232 GIT 2 Mar 87 

(Text) Seijing, March 2 (XIMBUA) -- Chinese Vice-Premier Li Peng said here today chat 
China finds ao reason to change its policies of reform and opening the country to ithe 
rest of the world since these policie’: have promoted the ciuntry's econcaic developsent 
end improved the life of ite people iu the past eight years. 

China's current struggle against bourgeois liberalisation will aot affect Caina's 
reforms end opening to the outside world, he added. 

The Chinese vice-premier aade these remarks at a meeting with U.S. Secretary of State 
George Shults here this afterncon. Li end Shults exchanged ideas on furthering 
economic cooperation and trade between their two countries and other iseves of autual 
interest. 
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Shults told Li that he is greatly interested in China's economic development and 
reforms while U.S. busicesemen are also interested in their trade with and investment 
ia China. 

Li triefed Shults on China's socialist construction and its policies tor foreign trade 
and draving foreign capital. 

On education, Li said that Chinese schools ais to turn their students into educated, 
well-disciplined and competent people with lofty ideals and a high sense of morality to 
serve the country's socialist construction. 

“We will continue to introduce our students to sedvanced sciences, technologies, 
managerial experiences and culture of foreign countries. We have great expectations 
for our young students including those studying abroad,” he added. 

Chinese Miaister of National Defense Zhang Aiping also met Shults here this afternoon 
to exchange views on contacts hetween silitary departments of the two countries. 

Confers With Zhao Ziyang 

OWO21448 Beijing KINBUA in English 1440 GIT 2 Mar 87 

(Text) Beijing, March 2 (XIMBUA) -- Chinese Premier Zhao Ziyang today said he hoped 
both countries would gore strictly abide by the principles outlined in the three 
Sino-U.S. communiques in furthering their relations. 

The Chinese premier said this at a meeting with visiting U.S. Secretary of State George 
Sault here this afternoon. 

“Reviewing the development of Sie-. g. relations since the publication of the Shanghai 
Communique in 1972, we can see that when both sides strictly followed the principles 
eet forth ia the three joint commumiques, Sie-. s. relations developed smoothly,” the 
premier said, “otherwise, there were difficulties and even setbacks.” 

Shults told Zhao he had pleasant and fruitful talks with Chinese Foreign Minister Wu 
Ruegian this aorning. 

Shults said, the United States attaches importance to developing relctions with Chins 
and believes the development of U.&S.-China relations is of great importance to the 
maintenance of stability in the Asia-Pacific region and essential to world peace. 

Shults also *iefed the Chinese premier on the U.S. domestic situation and foreign 
policy. 

Briefing Shults on China's situation, Zhao said, “China's political line and policies 
iaplemented since 1978 have two aspects, upholding the four cardinal principles 
(adherence to the socialist road, the people's democratic dictatorship, the leadership 
of the Communist Party, and Marxise-Leninies and Meo Zedong Thought); end carrying out 

orms and opening the country to the rest of the world.” ref 

“The reform end open policy,” he said, “have great y benefited the Chinese people and 
enjoy treir heartfelt support.” 
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“We reviewed the progress that has been msde in our bilateral relatic.s and explored 
ways to further develop our friendly relations in 11 fields. 

„ ee Ine 

successive Sino-U.S. joint communiques and work hard to promote « sound growth of the 

useial and fruitful. I believe that Sino-U.S. relations will continue to progress,” he 
said. 

Meets Deng Xisoping 

OWOK906 Beijing XINHUA in English 0857 GIT 3 Mar 87 

{Text} Beijing, March 3 (XIMNUA) — China's top leader Deng Kisoping reiterated he-e 
today that Chine aust take the socialist road and its socialist aoderniszation cannot be 
accomplished without political stability. 

In an hour-long aeeting with visiting U.S. Secretary of State George Shults, Deng spoke 
on China's development, stressing that in a big country such as China with its one 
billion people, capital ies can get nowhere. 

Be oaid, “it is impossible to accomplish socialist modernisation and rid China of its 
beckwardness without political stability. We need « stable political situation to 
carry out socialist godernisation stey by step. 

“We have aade our views known on these questions ever since the third plenus of the 
eleventh party Centrel Committee in 1978," he went on. “What is the point of changing 
our policies, which have proved effective in the past eight years?” 

On combatting bourgeois liberalisation, Deng said that China will not launch a sovement 
for that. The fight against bourgeois liberalisation will lest through the entire 
process of socialist aod nisation. Since this issue is « long-ters one, no acvement 
should be employed for ite solution. The besic method for solving the 160 is 
education, Le noted. 

Shults thanked Deng for his briefing and said that the U.S. attaches importance to its 
relations with China. 

“That is fine. We have identical views on this,” Deng replied. 

>. the 

meeting, Shults presented Deng with « cossage from U.S. President Ronald Reagan and 
00 =e 

ident Neagen had some ll troubles at the qoeent. “In 
Gealing with political matters, one is bound to come scross some 

trouble. We in China have aleo eet some trouble, hever't wel” 

ican friends would understand that. “Wow we have got I i i f 

1 ˙-.wꝛ a 
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§K271135 Bong Kong CHENG MING in Chinese Mo 113, 1 Mar 87 pp 6-10 

(“Motes on « Northern 
Intensified a Major Crisis”) 

by Lo Ping (5012 0393): “The Drive To Overthrow Bu Has 

(Text) Wheat Bappeced Buhind the Scenes for the Issuance of the Series of Central 
Documents [subbed] 

Over the past th, there were three “many” ii; Beijing's official circles: First, 
many “rightists” were disgraced; second, “leftist” offic’als published many “leftist” 
opiccons; ané third, e red-headed documents were issued. Free early January to 
early February, the CPC ventral Committee issued six documents in a row. This msde 
party officials at various levels feel dizzy. 

Document No 2 — Was issued to the whole party sround id January, and served the 
purpose of supplementing Document No 1. It also hinted at the downfall of Bu Yaobang. 

Document No 3 — Was hurriedly issued to the whole party om 17 January. It listed the 

the whole party on 2 February. it defines the scope of 
liberalisation. (The asain content of this document was 

Zhao Ziyang’s speech at the Spring Festival gathering and the REMMIN RIBAO 
the Struggle Against Bourgeois Liberalisation Continually and Out 

Was iseved around 4 February. it was asinly about the policies for 
ené indirectly indicated that “the struggle against bourgeois 

fon” would not be carried out in the countryside. 

around 6 February. la light of the needs in “opposing 
iberalisation,” it demanded that gore publicity be given to the NPC Standing 
“Decision on Strengthening Legal System Education and Maintaining Stability 

expressed in a XINBUA report published by REATIN al , i 
E i f 

5 1 the documents about opposing bourgeois liberalisation issued so intensively? 
„ some people said thet “the struggle against bourgeois liberalisation cannot 

continued and Document No 4 indicatec that it would be wound up.” is this opinion 

the 

ws E 1 

ie to wind up struggle at the soment. Although Deng 
Ricoping did try to prevent the expansion of the struggle, this does not man that the 
scale of the agovement wiil shrink. There were some inside stories coacerning the 
iseuance of the first three documents. 
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Hu's Family Was Weighted Down With Anxiety [subhead] 

In the 10 days before the CPC Central Political Bureau's enlarged meeting announced Hu 
Taobang s “resignation,” informed people in Beijing had heard about Hu's possible 
disgrace. I reported in the previous issue of CHENG MING that “the content of Document 
No 1 was an internal speech by Deng Xiaoping on 30 December 1986. Deng used tough 
words, and recalled his severe scolding to Huang Hus and Geng Biao a few years ago. 
In fact, that internal speech was a reprimand to Hu Yaobang's face. Three days later, 
Hu Yaobang went to see Deng and asked whether Deng wanted him to resign (from the 
office of general secretary). Deng had no intention of keeping him in office. So Hu 
Yaobang understood that he had no alternative but to quit. 

During that period, as some of my friends who had contact with Hu's family members 
said, Hu's family waas completely weighed down with anxiety, and Hu Yaobang himself 
became very emotional. His son said that preparations must be made to prevent 
implication... 

Some People in the Central Propaganda Jointly Wrote a Letter To Remonstrate With Deng 
{subhead] 

The rumor about Hu's disgrace quickly spread among senior cadres and then to cadres at 
lower levels. This was a major earthquake, and also an unexpected political turn to 
ordinary people. At the beginning, people were doubtful about this, but before long 
they believed it. In people's eyes, Hu Yaobang's image suddenly became high and great; 
and Deng Xiaoping's became even shorter. Many people who previously did not ‘ike the 
general secretary because of his frivolous behavior suddenly felt sympathy for him; 
while the awful old man — Deng Xiaoping — became the target of people's resentment. 

— In the Central Propaganda Department, which is now headed by Wang Renzhi, some 
cadres jointly wrote a letter to Deng Xiaoping, and boldly remonstrated with his 
against repeating Mao Zedong's mistakes in his late years. 

— In a city of Liaoning Province, the city CYL Committee conducted an opinion poll 
among league cadres. The result was that no one opposed the student movement, and no 
one agreed to Hu Yaobang's resignation (from the office of general secretary). 

— People's complaints about Deng Xiaoping's "“fatuity," “autocratic and patriarchal 
style," “high-handed dictatorship,” and "Mao Zedong II's position” can now be heard 
everywhere in the country. 

Deng Pufang and Deng Lin Also Became Targets of People's Attacks [subhead] 

— Deng Xiaoping's son, Deng Pufang, has also become the target of people's criticisa. 
A rumor suddenly appeared, saying that the big shots in the Army have found proof of 
Deng Pufang's indecent behavior, and used this to force Deng Xiaoping to kick Hu 
Yaobang out. Their rumor could be used to defend Deng's mistake of ¢isgracing Hu, but 
it also harmed the image of both the older and the younger Deng. 

— Deng's daughter, Deng Lin, also became a laughingstock. In the past, this lady 
painter gave the impression of being guileless, plain, and sincere, but now she was 
described as philistine and full of the stink of mouey. This rumor also appeared 
suddenly. The Oriental Art Association headed by Deng Lin held an exhibition in Hong 
Kong late last year, and each of her two paintings was priced at 50,000 Hong Kong 
dollars. [paragraph continues] 
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One rich man (also a flatterer) told her: “How could you set so low a price to your 
paintings? Maybe you underestimate Hong Kong people's taste and purchasing power.” 

Then Deng Lin added one zero and made the price six digits. Some people asked: Deng 
Lin did not give the money to charitable organizations, so what did she do with so such 
money? 

The father made a mistake, and the children were also criticized. This may be another 
form of implication in China. 

“The Menopause Syndrome” [subhead] 

— Some people criticized Deng Xiaoping saying that he planned to have a grandchild 
with U.S. citizenship. They said that the pregnant wife of Deng Zhifang, Deng 

Xiaoping's youngest son, should return from the United States to China, and the young 
couple prepared to do so. They asked for Deng Xiaoping's consent. He delayed his 
reply, finally agreeing to their return, but it was too late. American airlines do not 
allow pregnant women to fly. 

— Young people said emotionally that in the recent student movements, they placed hope 
on the revered old man. So they wrote Support Deng Xiaoping” and "Hi, Xiaoping!” on 
the big character posters and banners. Now, they have all realized their political 
naivete, and have come to realize that the person they should support is Hu Yaobang. 

— Older people now recall Deng Xiaoping's past performances. They say that Deng was 
the main figure responsible for the “anti-rightism" campaign in 1957, and Deng 
personally issued the order to arrest and jail Wei Jingsheng. This all shows that Deng 
Xiaoping has always been a real killer of democracy and democratic movements. Now he 
fully demonstrates the “menopause syndrome." 

A Sentence in Hu Yaobang's Self-Criticism [subhead] 

In short, in people's minds, Deng Xiaoping's prestige fell sharply to the point of zero 
after the issuance of Document No 2 and the resignation of Hu Yaobang. On the other 
hand, the prestige and popularity of Hu Yaobang rose rapidly to the highest point in 
his political career. 

This situation upset Deng Xiaoping and those who tried to oppose richt ea“ by making 
use of Deng, when they became aware of this state of affairs. This situation forced 
them to take measures to change the trend of public opinion. 

Then, the “preliminary meeting” (from 6 to 15 January) and the official meeting (from 
16 January) of the Political Bureau were held. The conservative figures caused an 
uproar at the meeting and fiercely attacked Hu Yaobang. Among them, Bo Yibo made the 
longest and most venemous speech. He charged Hu Yaobang with six main crimes and said 
that Hu Yaobang “always violated the principle of collective leadership and constantly 
supported the activities of bourgeois liberalization." 

According to informed sources, Hu Yaobang looked very agonized at the meeting and did 
his best to restrain his boiling feelings. He spoke with a trembling voice. The most 
important statement in his speech was, "I accept all of your criticisms except those at 
variance with the facts.” 
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On 6 January, Hu Yaobang made a self-criticism at an enlarged meeting of the central 
Secretariat, and again spoke with reserve. Apart from Hu, Zhao Ziyang and Hu Qili were 
also required to make self-criticism at the meeting. Hu Yaobang defended himself in 

» and was immediately answered by Wang Zhen, Bo Yibo, and others who did not 
accept Bu‘s self-criticism and required Hu to make another deeper self-criticisa. 
However, Zhao Ziyang and Hu Qili criticized themselves without reserve, and their 
self-criticiems were accepted by the old guard from the Advisory Commission. 

A Violation of the Party Constitution [subhead] 

According to the stipulations of the party Constitution, members of the Central 
Advisory Commission, who are not members of the Central Committee or members of the 
Political Bureau, only have the right to attend a Political Bureau meeting as observers 
without the right to vote. However, the 17 bers of the Advisory Commission, two 
members of the Discipline Inspection Commission, four sembers of the Central 
Secretariat, two alternate members of the Political Bureau, and “other comrades” (it is 
said that they were State Councillors Song Ping and Gu Mu) were all granted the right 
to vote. They “unanimously agreed" with Hu Yaobang's resignation, and “unanimously 
elected“ Zhao Ziyang as the party's acting general secretary. This was a violation of 
the CPC Constitution. 

(CHENG MING editrr's note: According to the stipulation of Article 22 of the CPC 
Constitution, “tse party's Central Advisory Commission acts as political assistant and 
consultant to be Central Committee... members of the Central Advisory Commission may 
attend plenary sessions of the Central Committee as non-voting particio-nts; the vice 
chairmen of the Central Advisory Commission may attend plenary sessions of the 
Political Bureau as non-voting participants, and when the Political Bureau deems it 
necessary, other members of the Standing Committee of the Central Advisory Commission 
may do the same.") 

“The Advisory Commission Seized Power From the Central Committee” [subhead] 

At the enlarged meeting of the Political Bureau, Bo Yibo and Wang Zhen, who are just 
members of the Advisory Commission, even played the main part, and Bo Yibo's speech was 
later turned into Central Document No 3. 

Therefore, some people said that the Advisory Commission had seized power from the 
Central Committee. 

The main purpose of listing Hu Yaobang's mistakes at the enlarged Political Bureau 
meeting by such people as Bo Yibo was to topple Hu (although Hu was down already). la 
fact, they d another purpose. That was to make Hu's name stink among the people and 
to pull down his growing prestige and popularity among the public so as to change the 
trend of public opinion and cool down people's resentment against Deng Xiaoping. 

Conveying the Document by Telegraph To Put Out the Flame of Anger Among the People 
[subhead } 

In order to remove public resentment as quickly as possible, the Central Secretariat 
printed Document No 3 the same night and delivered the documents in a rush. Because it 
took time to print, the document could not be delivered to some localities quite so 
quickly. The content of the document was dispatched to some places by urgent 
telegram. This has rarely been seen in the past 30 years or more in the delivery of 
CPC central documents. 
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However, could Document Mo 3 achieve the purpose of removing public resentment? What 
“social results” did the document really achieve? 

In the document dba ed on Bo Yibo’s speech, some of the charges did not give any frcts, 
but just listed the charges. Such a roundabout manner only reflected the failure of 
the anti- faction to justify themselves. 

People who have read Document No 3 generally felt that a central document which only 
of the old men in the Advisory Commission would do harms to the 

party central leadership. People still remember clearly that at many work 
itors, Deng Xiaoping openly praised the 

. 
words remaining fresh people es memory, Bu Yaobang was suddenly charged with s 
“main crimes” and “two consistent mistakes.” How could the central documents go back 
on their words and contradict themselves so sharply? What is true and what is false? 

Refuting the First Charge [subhead) 

The first of Bu's crimes is “opposing the elimination of spiritual pollution.” Some 
cadres angrily said that the so-called campaign to “eliminate spiritual pollution” was 
in fect a campaign aimed at topping Bu, and Deng Liqun acted as vanguard and principal 
commander in that campaign. At that time (in 1983), Deng Xiaoping was vexed by an 

orphans f roa 

° Li 
of this opportunity to unfold a campaign in the ideological field by concocting various 
lies and rumors. SHowever, this plot was seen through by Bu Yeobang and Zhao Ziyang 
Zhao came out to “correct the deviations” and said that he d 

tions at a high level 
returning from Japan, Bu Yaeobang went to see Deng Xiaop 
clear that the campaign of “eliminating spiritual poll 
investors eway and would seriously affect economic development, so 
iamediately. Su presented his view vehemently and emotionally with tears in his eyes. 
When seeing that the anti-pollution campaign was going to fall through and that the 
attempt to topple Bu Yaeobang would also fail, Deng Liqun, Hu Qiaceu, and their like 
hated Su Yeobang with even gore bitterness and were determined to wait for another 
opportunity to settle accounts with hie. [paragraph continues) 

248 l 
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This time, when cooking up charges against Hu Yaobang, they put “opposing the 
elimination of spiritual pollution” in first place, and this is by no seans 
accidental. People generally said that if “opposing the elimination of spiritual 
pollution” is a crime, then this just turns things upside down. The real criminals are 
those who stir up trouble through “eliminating spiritual pollution.” 

Refuting the Second Charge [subhead] 

The document dased on Bo Yibo’s pech clearly pointed out that “opposing bourgeois 
liberalization” and “eliminating spiritual pollution” are the same thing. So Su 
Yaobang’s second crime is “supporting the advocates of bourgeois liberalization” and 

tolerant, and generous” on an occasion of commemorating the 30th anniversary of the 
“double hundred” policy's birth. loser, this was not first created by Hu. From Meo 
Zedong to Deng Xiaoping, they all repeatedly talked about the necessity of encouraging 
intellectuals to “speak their minds out” and claimed that “no one will be blamed for 
making criticises.” At a work conference on soft science, Wan Li even developed Mao's 
“supreme instruction” by saying that “people who dare to speak out are worth praising, 

to the critical opinions will benefit.” How , : F g 

Yaobang 
rightists can also be rehabilitated.” Such remarks now also became a proof of Hu's 
support for “bourgeois liberalisation.” 

Refuting the Third Charge [subhead] 

general secretary read and handled 
thousands of letters from ordinary people each year, and he was praised for “always 
keeping the interests of the people in sind.” Most letters Hu Yaobang read vere 
letters of complaint written by people who were wronged and could find no way to appeal 
for redress of the wrongs. fuse handling of these cases displeased Peng Zhen, who 
regarded himself as the founder of China's legal system. Sow could so many false cases 
not be handed to this NPC chairman for instruction, and why should they be seddled in 
by Bu Yaobang alone? So, this time, in the process of toppling Hu, Peng Zhen fixed a 
charge against hie. That was “indulging in rule by man and opposing rule by lav.” 
People said that it may be true that Hu Yaobang had a hand the judicial work, but in ia 
the CPC top leadership, who did not poke their noses into this 
not indulge in rule by aan? Wasn't the participation of 
meabers in the Political Bureau meeting with the right to vo 
rule by man, which violated the pa:ty Constitution? Why did Peng Zhen say nothing 
about this? 

Refuting the Fourth Charge [subhead] 

Another of Bu Yeobang's crises was that he encouraged “high consumption,” which brought 
about an imbalance in the relations between supply and demand in 1984. The accusers 
attributed the extravagance in wedding ceremonies, people's seeking color television 
sets, refrigerators, and so on to what Hu Yeobang had advocated. [paragraph continues) 
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Sowever, Hu's sympathizers pointed out that letting rural areas and a portion of people 
in cities get rich first is what Chen Yun and Deng Xiaoping have advocated. They are 
proud of this view. Seeking a well-off livelihood is a desire of the poor Chinese. 
Seeking subsistence and development is the natural instinct of a human being. Wo one 
can put ae in people's pockets, or promote “high consumption” by simply uttering a 
few remarks. That fact that the national economy was out of control in 1984 was 
because of the defects in the CPC political structure. It shoul: not be attributed to 
Bu Yaeobeng. leer, in that year, under heavy pressure, Hu Yaobang handed his 
resignation to Deng Xiaoping with his eyes filled with tears. It was because of the 
protection of Deng Xiaoping that Bu was able to retain his post as general secretary. 
Bowever, during the present drive to overthrow Hu, the old account was brought up 
again. All this revealed that Deng is a double-dealing person, and that Bu Oise and 
Deng Lie are trying to throw the economy into chaos, and reverse the refors. 

Refuting the Fifth Charge [subhead) 

In a document read by Bo Tido, the charge that Hu Yaobang presumptuously uttered 
remarks on diplomatic occasions, which violated the principle of collective leadership, 
was briefly mentioned. According to those who know the inside story, apart fros 

Japanese youths invited to visit China from 300 to 3,000, Hu 
crige was that when he was visiting Australia, he revealed that 

to reduce the number of Army personnel by one sillion. Se revealed 
intention before Deng Xiaoping M 4 said anything about it. This matter infuriated 

Deng Xiaoping, who said that Bu was supercilious. On other occasions, Su was also too 
candid, and said something in front of foreigners which had not yet been approved by 

this aggravated lues crimes. loser, very often Deng hiaself 
considers what he says goes, and arbitrarily reveals this or that to foreigners. In 
addition, in front of Chinese and foreign reporters, he scolded Buang Bua and Geng 
Mao, saying that they “talk nonsense.” Did this not mean violating the principle of 
organization? 

Refuting the Sixth Charge [subhead] 

On some occasions, Bu Yaobang violated discipline and expressed many erroneous views. 
This is a charge framed by Bu Caen against Hu. This was because in 1985 when spring 
was changing into summer, in an interview with reporters from certain Hong Kong 

for personal vengeance. Some people spoke in defense of Hu Yaobang, stressing that 
what was published by the Hong Kong scewspapers was not checked and approved by fu 
Yeobeng. Was the report true? Without sy investigation, Hu Oise accused fu 
Yaobang. Does this conforms with his status as a “genuine Marxist?” 

An old professor in Beijing told me that Hu Yaobang originally did not enjoy lofty 
prestige. However, during the present drive to criticise him, instead of being made to 
stink, he has become more and sore fragrant. Furthermore, what makes Deng Xisoping and 
his like feel uneasy is that criticism of Hu has stimulated the criticism of Deng. It 
the criticisa is continued, the image of Deng as a reformist will be thoroughly aarred. 
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The Intensification of Contradictions — Greater Explosion [subhead] 

Therefore, the CPC Central Committee issued Document No 4, laying down certain 
restrictions on the campaign to oppose bourgeois liberalization. It is stressed that 

to intensified. Many people 
in Beijing hold the following view: The development of contradictions will lead to a 
great political explosion, including a student govement and a democratic sovement. 

The Bu Faction Is Bound To Stage a Comeback [subhead) 

People also maintain: Su Yaobang is not Bua Guofeng in 1960 and 1961. At tnat tine, 
Bua Guofeng was backed by the spectre of Mao Zedong, which had a strong stench. 
Therefore, once he fell, he could not get up again. The present pillar of Hu Yaobang 
is the CYL faction, which is more open-minded, and enjoys popular support, and 

masses in general. Therefore, he is not 

g ; f i a 7 if: i : i 
getting bigger and bigger. What is awaiting thea is 
they will not fail in the near future. 

“In that case, do you think that Bu Yaeobang will stage a comeback?" “There is such an 
opportunity. At that time. & if Bu has already become old, those who rise to power 
will be persons who support his.’ 

§K020430 Bong Kong HONGKONG STANDARD in English 2 Mar 87 p 5 

(By Yau Shing-au end Chan Wai-fong) 

[rent]! An important speech by Deng Xiaoping has been publicly released in full — 25 
years after it was made. The Chinese people themselves are not too clear what it is 
supposed to sean. So there are conflicting, sometimes opposing, views about it. 

The speech was carried in full on February 16 without interpretation or commentary. It 
wae delivered by Mr Deng, while still the party's general secretary at an enlarged 
working conference of the Central Committee in 1962. 
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Mr Deng dwelt at length on “democratic centraliem,” the communist way of decision 
making within the party. Se described it as a fine tradition of the party. 

Since no official interpretation of the speech was given, readers have been left to 
guess the meaning of the speech itself and of the purpose behind its release. 

For instance, different Chinese officials approached by THE STANDARD last week laid 
different stress on the speech or parts of it. 

Some said it was directed at one of the two faults of the outsted general secretary, Bu 
Yaobeng, which is that he “wrongly disregarded the principle of collective leadership 
and ignored advice of colleagues.” 

Be explained that 
too fast for ref 
conditions. For instance, he encouraged high consumption end import of luxury goods 
resulting ia an overheated economy and a drain on foreign exchange reserves. 

ge 3 i gr i g 

“That stemmed from Bu asking decisions on his own. Sence 
about collective leadership, a basic principle of democratic central ies, he said. 

However, another official working in the Propagenda Department told THE STANDARD that 
in the light o: the current clampdown on the spread of Western liberal ideas, some 
people and party embers were afraid of speaking the truth. 

“The party had such an experience between 1959 and 1961 when people were forced to teil 
lies and supply falee data and information to please their superiors. 

"This practice departed from the democratic centralise and ied to adverse 
consequences. The working conference was to eradicate such behaviour and practices. 

“In the latest case, democracy in the context of democratic centralise was euphasised 
in Mr Deng’s speech. It means that views of the masses should be listened to and the 
minority views should be respected,” said the propaganda official. 

But some analysts say the release of the speech was to protect reformist leaders such 
as Premier Zhao Liyang and Vice-Premier Wan Li from further attacks by ideological 
hardliners because, it was learnt, they has also “confessed” to “sistakes” during 
closed-door meetings. 



iatroducing Western-style elements, like parliamentary politics and uriversal suffrage, 
iato the Chinese political systes. 

But a social scientist queried the concept of democratic cat ral ie as practised ina 
Chine. Feet, ee on a a © 

to which political reforms can extend is limited,” Mr Chou Llo-yat, «@ 
columist epecialising in China affairs, said. 

0W021925 Beijing XIMNBUA in English 1458 GIT 2 Mar 87 

nt] Beijing, March 2 (XIMNBUA) — Further developing international scientific 
sooperation and exchange is an integral part of China's open policy. 

gong Jian, state councillor and sinister in charge of the State Science and Technology 
Commission, made this announcement today at the closing meeting of the second session 
of the Third National Congress of the China Association for Science and Technology. 

Song said, “In recent years, China has benefited a great deal from the open policy and 
international scientific coopration in economic growth, end scientific end social 
development.” 

“The wide-range and continuous development of scientific exchange has helped China to 
learn advanced and practical foreign technology and scientific managerial know-how,” 
Song said, “while at the same time China has also de contributions in thie field.” 

According to statistics, China has established scientific cooperative exchange 
relations with 106 countries, among which 54 ere governmental ties. China has been 
involved in ectivities of 250 international scientific organisations. 300 Chinese 
scientists have been elected to leading posts in international scientific organisations. 

In recent years, about 41,000 Chinese scientists have taken part in international 
academic exchange, while China has received 50,000 foreign delegates. 

Song said, “China is a large developing country, is far behind the world’s sedvanced 
scientific and technological level, and still has a lot to learn.” 

He pointed out, “Opposing bourgeois liberalisation does not asan we will stop the open 
policy, because it is China's long-term, unshakable policy in opening to the rest of 
the world, end we should steadily develop long-term cooperation with other countries.” 
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BUDOSIST GROUP TOLD MO CHANGE IN RELICICN POLICY 

§ED20909 Beijing REMMIN RIBAO in Chinese 28 Feb 87 p 4 

[Report by Zu Qing (6079 7230): “Yan Mingfu Telis Buddhist Representatives That the 
Struggle Against Bourgeois Liberalization Will Not Be Carried Out in Religious Circles 
end the Religious Policies Will Remain Unchanged”) 

(Text) The party's policy toward religion will not change because of the personnel 
changes in the central euthorities. The struggle against bourgeois liberalization will 
be limited to inside the Commmist Party, and will not be carried out in the religious 
circles. The internal debates in the religious circles aust not be regarded as 
bourgeois liberalisation. — This remark was aade by Yan Mage, director of the CPC 
Central United Front Department, at a tea party to entertain delegates attending the 
Fifth Mational Congress of China's Buddhist As-ociation. Sis remarks evoked ware 
applause. The tes party on 27 February was attended by Baingen Erdini Qoigyi 
Gyaincain, honorary president of the Buddhist Association, responsible cadres of the 
CPC Central United Front Department and the State Council's Religious Affairs Bureau, 
and gore than 300 Buddhist delegates. 

Comrade Yen Mingfu affirmed the achievements aade by Buddhist circles in the past 6 
years since the Fourth National Congress of the Buddhist Association, and said: 
China's Buddhists have played «a positive role in promoting the sotherland's 
reunification in light of the formula of “one country, two systems” end in asintaining 
world peace. 

Zhao Puchu, president of the Buddhist Association, made a speech at the tea 
said: All of our echievements should be credited to the leadership of the part 
government. has voll-tnown saying among the Duddhiete goes, we should “pay 
gratitude to the motherland and the public.” la the future, under the leadership 
the party and the goverament, we will aske new contributions to the building of the 
civilisations, —— reunification, end to world peace. 

The tea party was held by the CPC Central United Front Department and the State 
Council's Religious Affairs Bureau. 

CPC PROPAGANDA OFFICIAL ADDRESSES FILM DIRECTORS 

OW021627 Neijing XIMBUA in English 1619 m 2 Mar 87 

(Text) Beijing, March 2 (XIMBUA) -- Directors of the file studios across the country 
ended hera today their ten-day meeting at which they reviewed the work in 1986 and 
planned the work for the coming years. 

Be Jingshi, deputy head of the Propaganda Department of the Chinese Communist arty 
Central Committee, spoke on the closing day. Se noted that the decision of the party 
Central Committee to oppose bourgeois liberalisation had received attention and support 
from writers end artists and hoped that they would become gore aware of its importance. 

Be aleo emphasised the need of implementing the policy of “letting a hundred flowers 
blosses and a hundred schools of thought contend.” 

"Writers and artists should not counterpose the opposition of bourgeois liberalisation 
with the ‘hundre:’ flowers’ policy, or creative freedom under the guidance of Marais,“ 
he said. 
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The gore thorough in transformation the better. 

(Reporter) Then what effect did Westernization 
on the contemporary history of China, or what 
history, what were the attitudes of forces 

{Liu] Sistorically speaking, three different class 
attitudes toward the question of Westernization. 

capitalist state. 
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The English eee JIDU mein (CHINA CHRISTIANITY YEARBOOK) 
in 1929 carried «a special article by Bu Shi on this question. It said: 

China can totally accept this new culture. 
she considers 

. three possibilities in solving this probles: China can refuse to recognise 

Chine can drew on what she needs in such culture dropping what 
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The first attitude was resistance. The second was “otal acceptance. The third was 
ecceptance in a selective manner. Personsily, | have also all along been one of the 
advocates of acceptance in a selective aanner. But I sow reslize and aust 4160 point 
out thet such careful and prudent selection ‘is wmpossitie, «nd also aighily 
unnecessary.“ In 1935, Hu Shi successively publixhed severs! articies reaffirwing 
“total Vesternization.” 

The Chinese bourgeois approach toward the West was marked by different experiences and 
attitudes, such as “reform and modernization,” “anti-Menchs revolt lea, and “total 
Westernization.” This gave expression to « series of things in a chronological order 
and also with different components. Their different experiences pointed to the same 
thing: The road for the colonial and semi-colonial China in turning to the West for 
guidance in aak!ng the country strong and the people rich was absolutely a blind alley. 

The third class force represented China's proletarians and Marxists beginning to enter 
the political stage. They aseumed on analytical and critical attitude toward the West 
contending that the attitude of the second class force as a basis provided no solution 
for China's future and no way out. la learning from the West, they learned the 
theories representative of the interests of the proletariat and indicative of the 
newest stages in social development, or scientific socialist theories in transforming 
the capitalist system into the socialist systems. The proletsriean political party of 
China applied Marxist scientific socialist theories to the practice of the Chinese 
revolution, with given ais in sind. After several decades of struggle, it at last 
triumphed over imperialism, feudalism and bureaucrat capitaliss, solving the two asjor 
problems -- one of national independence and one of bringing the relations of 
production in line with the development of productivity -- and following the sociaiist 
road for 37 years. Despite a setbeck from a 10-year period of turmoil in between, the 
achievements in construction end the peace of construction have been extremely 
espectacular and universally recognised. in the contemporary history of China, the 
three class forces in their different postiions assumed three sharply different 
attitudes, including the doctrine of “total Westernisation.” After repeated 
ex st tens, other roads to « solution were found to be blind alleys. Only socialise 
„ «ast provided a way out. 

[Reporter] le there any historical and social basis for the current proposal for 
“total Westernisation,” or turning China into a capitalist society? 

lle} There is no historical or social basis. Domestically speaking, total 
Westernization first calle for the establisheent of an opposition party and the 
assumption of power in turn in line with the general political system of a capitalist 
‘ountry. But in real life of today on Mainland China, it aay be asked: Can there be 
any force other than the CPC capable of leading China in handling domestic and foreign 
affairs and aeintaining the state's stability, development and advance? Total 
Westernization, of course, requires a change in the systes of ownership and the 
‘ransformation of the systes of public ownership into one of private ownership. it 
calis for the privatization of all the state's accumulations of severe) decades and 
s*ate-run industrial and wining enterprises. This means the reversal of the flow of 
the sea. 

There is wother version along the same lin: as “total Westernization:” China has not 
pone tha agh the stage of capitalist development. Feudal defects in socia: life are 
not worelated to thin. “China needs time to make up lessons in capitalisa.” The 
prerequisite for “making up lessons” is that history can be shaped as one likes. it is 
„ pity that this favolves too little of materialism and tro auch of idealiss. in 
opposing feudal and other defects. We chiefly rely upon “exist principles and the 
co, ection of the socialist systes « cannot rely on teste d capiteiion. [paragraph 

cunt inves | 
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es a cure-all, thes why should it have collapsed ove~ one big chunk of the earth after 
Moreover, we should first of all do a little thinking. 
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newest level of productivity in building social ies with its 
socialise superior to capitalism and eventually capable of 
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Beijing, 27 Feb (Inne — The Discipline Inspection Commission of the CPC 
Central Committee began its National Discipline Inspection Work Conference in Beijing 

Giese Beijing XIMNBUA Domestic Service in Chinese 1337 GIT 27 Feb 67 

26 February to aap wut discipline inspection work for 1987. 
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The conference stressed the need to enforce the party's political discipline, oppose 
bourgeois liberalization, and strengthen inner-party supervision. 

Wang Heshou, second secretary of the Central Discipline Inspection Commission, chaired 
the conference. He relayed the important speeches by the leading central comrades. He 
called on the party's discipline inspection committees at all levels to stand at the 
forefront in opposing bourgeois liberalization and upholding the four cardinal 
principles, and to resolutely defend the party's political discipline. 

In planning for discipline inspection work in 1987, Han Guang, premanent secretary of 
the Central Discipline Inspection Commission, stressed that it is necessary to properly 
do the following five tasks in 1987: Enforce the party's political discipline; make 
discipline inspection work an important force for promoting reform; further correct 
unhealthy tendencies; intensify education on party spirit; and bring into play the 
party's supervisory role. Han Guang stressed: The important speeches by the leading 
central leaders on upholding the four cardinal principles and opposing bourgeois 
liberalization fully demonstrates the CPC Central Committee's resolve and measures for 
waging the struggle. They are also the fundamental guarantee ‘-~ ensuring heaithy 
development of the struggle. Study of these speeches would profoundly contribute to 
understanding the nature, tasks, scope, policies, methods, and areas of stress of the 
struggle. The party's discipline inspection workers at all levels must seriously study 
these speeches. In the struggle against bourgeois liberalization, it is necessary to 
earnestly conduct investigations and studies in order to understand and keep abreast of 
situations. It is also imperative to pay attention to the study of deviations and 
strictly adhere to the party's policies. 

Han Guang continued: The basic guiding ideology for the party's current discipline 
inspection work is to support and defend the smooth progress of reform and the open 
policy. The party's discipline inspection organs and discipline inspection cadres at 
all levels must understand, familiarize, and strongly support reform. Work must be 
focused on investigating and rectifying those who seek to sabotage or hinder reform. 
The discipline inspection committees must seriously improve their work style and 
working methods, go deep among the pilot units of reform, strengthen ties with then, 
and improve mutual understanding so that discipline inspection work can truly become a 
vita force for promoting reform. 

Han Guang said: Under the new historical conditions, the party is facing a rigorous 
test. If the unhealthy tendencies are not resolutely rectified and party members are 
not intensively educated on party spirit, bourgeois liberal ideas, the abuse of power 
for personal gain, serious bureaucratism, and other negative factors will seriously 
tarnish the party's image, harm the party's prestige, and corrupt the party organisa. 

He said: A basic way to wipe out the negative phenomena and the malpractices within 
the party is to unsvervingly mobilize the whole party to improve work style, 
unremittingly conduct education on party spirit throughout the whole party, and enhance 
the consciousness of party members and cadres concerning party spirit 83% they can 
correctly view power, status, and money. The party organizations at all levels, 
including the discipline inspection committees, must devote more energy to improving 
party work style and intensifying education on party spirit. The leading cadres must 
set an exemplary role, put strict demands on themselves, and be courageous in combating 
the unhealthy tendencies. 

Han Guang added: The party's discipline inspection organs must take up _ the 
responbility for inner-party supervision. An imperative task at present is to set up 
and perfect the various inner-party supervisory systems. 
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Doing this job properly will help party members and leading cadres at all levels abide 
by party regulations and decrees in an exemplary manner. To this end, we must properly 
de the following two things this year: First, draw up regulations for intensifying 
inner-party supervision over party members and cadres; and second, take seriously the 
various party committee and party group meetings of democratic life. The discipline 
inspection organs must send comrades to attend party committee and party group meetings 
of democratic life at the same or the next lowest level. Meetings of democratic life 
must be regularly held at every level so that effective supervision can be exercised 
over the leading cadres. 

The ongoing conference will discuss and formulate “The Program of the Central 
Discipline Inspection Commission for Implementing ‘The k. solution of the CPC Central 
Committee on the Guiding Principle for Promoting Socialist Spiritual Civilisation and 
“Regulations on Strengthening Inner-Party Supervision Over Party Members and Cadres." 

LIAOWANG URGES IDEOLOGICAL EDUCATION FOR YOUTH 
021320 Beijing LIAOWANG in Chinese No 7, 16 Feb 87 p 5 

[Article by Liao Ping (1675 1627): “Teaching of Books and Cultivation of Men") 

[Text] Some time ago, the China People's University conducted an investigation among 
the freshmen in 1986 by issuing a questionnaire entitled A Written Heart-to-Heart Talk 
With University Students." The answers to the questionnaire gave us quite a lot of 
information. 

The survey showed that this group of young students cared a lot about social matters, 
had a strong desire to support reform and had rather high political enthusiasm. The 
survey report also provided some figures which reflected the political attitude of 
these freshmen. For example, 81.9 percent of the 1986 freshmen said that they are 
willing to join the CPC or CYL organizations. This is a gratifying phenomenon. Of 
course, there were also some negative factors. For example, some of these students 
could not clearly distinguish right from wrong, and their political ideas were not 
mature. Although such students accounted for only a small percentage, we still have to 
pay special attention to this. 

The survey report provides substantial data and information for comrades responsible 
for ideological and political work as well as for society, and enabled us to plan our 
work to help the young students grow up healthily. We should do prinstaking and 
in-depth ideological work to guide young students in keeping with their specific 
circumstances, and our schools should teach students book knowledge and also cultivate 
their morality. 

For some time in the past, some localities and schools neglected ideological and 
political work and did not conduct necessary education in the four cardinal principles, 
ideals, and discipline as well as in the basic theories of Marxism-Leninism-Mao Zedong 
Thought among young students. As a result, some ideas on bourgeois liberalization made 
inroads into schools and influenced and poisoned the young students. We must draw a 
lesson from this. 

Recently, many schools of higher learning have paid attention to this problem. They 
are making some useful explorations to strengthen ideological and political work in 
connection with school education. [paragraph continues] 
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In Nankai Unversity of Tianjin, when a course is related to various Western theories 
and thoughts, teachers strengthen the analysis and criticism of the Western theories 
and pertinently answer the students’ questions. In the Liaocheng Teachers College of 
Shandong Province, a sparetime party school is run for students who are CPC members or 
who want to join the CPC. In connection with various political, economic, and personal 
issues that the students are interested in, the school actively guides the students to 
study Marxism in a vivid way. 80 far, the school has offered a series of lectures on 
"Relations between economic reform and party building,” “How party members become 
talented people, and “How to treat unhealthy tendencies inside the party." The 
lectures, which have substantial content and thorough analysis, are popular with the 
students. This is a useful experiment to comtine the teaching of book knowledge with 
ideological guidance. 

We should notice that in the course of our reform, opening up, and introduction of 
advanced technology and management experience from Western countries, Western 
ideologies, cultures, academic schools, trends of thought, and the decadent bourgeois 
ideas will also make inroads into our country. Young people are in a time of physical 
and intellectual growth, and their world outlook is forming. They lack social 
experience, and their ability to distinguish right from wrong is weak, so they are apt 
to be influenced by various trends of thought and to be inclined to extremist ideas and 
actions. Therefore, an important task for teachers and ideological workers in the new 
historical period is to help young students distinguish right from wrong. So long as 
we proceed from the actual conditions of the young students and give full consideration 
to the characteristics of contemporary young people, we will effectively guide and help 
them to grow up healthily and to become useful talented people for the motherland. 
Young people represent the future, and caring ab.at young people is to care about the 
future. Only by correctly guiding the young people to grow healthily can we make our 
society full of vigor and ensure that our cause will be passed on the reliable 
successors. 

TISTICS GIVEN I 

OWO20811 Beijing XINHUA Domestic Service in Chinese 0231 GMT 27 Feb 87 

[Excerpts] Beijing, 27 Feb (XINHUA) — According to the General Office of the NPC 
Standing Committee, the 3,341 suggestions, criticisms, and opinions made by deputies 
during the Fourth Session of the Sixth NPC were handled or answered as of mid-February 
1987. 

Of the 3,341 suggestions, criticisms, and opinions (hereafter called suggestions for 
short), 286, or 8.6 percent, were on law enactment and enforcement; 74 or 2.2 percent, 
on the work of the NPC; 1,334, or 40 percent, on economic construction; 801, or 23.9 
percent, on education, science, culture, and public health; 93, or 2.8 percent, on 
nationalities affairs; 501, or 15.2 percent, on labor and wages; and 243, or 7.3 
percent, on the work in other fields. After the session closed, the NPC Standing 
Committee forwarded the suggestions respectively to 150 relevant departments, including 
the Central Military Commission General Office, the Supreme People's Court, and the 
Supreme People's Procuratorate. Details in handling the suggestions follow: 

Eight hundred and thirty-three suggestions, or 24.9 percent of the total, were taken 
care of. For example, the Central Propaganda Department; the Ministry of Culture; the 
Ministry of Radio, Cinema, and Television; the State Scientific and Technological 
Commission; the PLA General Political Department; and other departments had answered 
suggestions by Liu Mingcai, Tian Yilan, Guan Zhe, and other deputies concerning 
education in ideals and discipline, strengthening ideological and political work, and 
building spiritual civilization among the masses of people. 
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Departments concerned took action to intensify education in ideals and discipline and 
ideological and political work. In September 1986, the 6th Plenary Session of the 12th 
CPC Central Committee adopted a resolution concerning the guiding principles for 
building a socialist spiritual civilization, which has clearly defined the strategic 
importance, basic tasks, and other major issues of principle in building socialist 
civilization; and recently the CPC Central Committee issued a circular concerning 
several questions on the struggle against bourgeois liberalization. These documents 
are of great immediate significance for ensuring the smooth progress in China's 
modernization drive. As for suggestions by Feng SHongshang, Zhang Tini, Zhu Erzhen, 
and [number garbled) other deputies for adoption of a land management law, an 
enterprise bankruptcy law, and revision of the regulations governing public security 
administration and punishment, the 16th and i7th meetings of the 6th NPC Standing 
Committee respectively adopted and promulgated the Land Management Law, the Enterprise 
Bankruptcy Law (trial), and the Revised Regulations Governing Public Security 
Administration and Punisheent. [passage omitted) 

Of the total suggestions 1,353, or 40.5 percent, are being handled, or have been 
included into plans for handling step by step. For example, in reply to suggestions by 
Zhu Siming, Chen Enfeng, Wu Kunshan, and 19 other deputies regarding efforts at grain 
production, acceleration of the development of agricultural resources, and lightening 
peasants’ burdens, the Ministry of Agriculture, Animal Husbandry, and Fichery said: 
Since the 3d Plenary Session of the Iilth CPC Central Committee, China lues scored 
remarkable achievements in promoting grain production. However, a potential daager and 
tendency to neglect grain production existed. On this, both central ans local 
governments adopted a series of measures in 1986 to promote grain production. In reply 
to deputy Liu Zuanren's suggestion for adoption of a teachers law, the State Education 
Commission said: A plan was under way to set up a special study group to sum up both 
positive and negative experiences of the contingent of Chinese teachers since the 
founding of the country and to solicit their opinions for drafting an outline for a 
teachers law. [passage omitted] 

Of the suggestions, 437, or 13.1 percent of the total, were waived because of 
restriction under current circumstances or other factors. In reply to the suggestion by 
Deputies Yang Zhengmei and Du Ying for establishment of a State Council organ for 
supervising the administrative division delineation and making administrative division 
atlases is a good idea for solving problems. The sinistry and other relevant 
departments had conducted studies on several occasions. However, as the conditions for 
comprehensive delineation of the adminstrative division are not yet ripe, this 
question, which involves a wide range of fields, should be waived. 

Of the suggestions, 718, or 21.5 percent, were used by relevant departments for 
reference in their study. In reply to a suggestion by Deputies Huang Weilu and Luo 
Shanggong for readjusting or redefining wage classification for different regions, the 
Ministry of Labor and Personnel said: Certain shortcomings in the current wage 
classification system indeed exist, and quite a few localities have called for 
rectification. However, due to the limitation of state financial resources, they could 
be corrected only gradually. Therefore, the suggestion will be used for reference. 

According to the General Office of the NPC Standing Committee, the large number of 
suggestions during the Fourth Session of the Sixth NPC demonstrated the deputies’ 
supervision, assistance, and support for the work of state organs at various levels. 
Many relevant departments said that the suggestions reflected the voice and demands of 
the cadres and masses of people, as well as the trend of social development, and are of 
great immediate significance for making democratic, scientific policy decisions, 
rectifying mistakes in work, improving work style, overcoming bureaucracy, raising work 
efficiency, and facilitating the four modernizations progras. 
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Proper handling of the suggestions embodies the spirit of serving the people and 
lding oneselZ responsible to them. In handling the suggestions, relevant departments 

their work with the following characteristics: 

1. Leaders paid keen attention. Ia handling the suggestions, principal leaders of the 
Ministries of Public Security and Railways, the State Planning Commission, the Hunan 

Bebei Provincial Governments, and other departments personally took charge of 
to ensure its completion on schedule. A Finance Ministry meeting decided to 

include the suggestions in the focuses of the work in the second and third quarters of 
19866. The Beijing Municipal Government set up better procedures for handling the 
suggestions based on past experience. Principal leading comrades of the Tianjin 
Municipal Government presided over a forum of deputies to solicit their opinions for 
handling the suggestious, and relevant departments of the sunicipal People's Congress 
and the gunicipal government established a joint office to coordinate efforts to handle 
the suggestions. [passage omitted] 

2. The suggestions were promptly answered. All departments earnestly studied the 
suggestions and, in general, promptly resolved the ones they could. The suggestion by 
Wang Yixiang and six other deputies for moving railway stone pits to protect historical 
relics was accepted by the Railways Ministry asd the Jiangsu Provincial Government 
after careful study, and the Zhenjiang railway quarry was goved to another location. 
To ensure that the suggestions were efficiently handled, the Commerce Ministry 
conducted investigation and study before mapping out seasures to solve problems that 
involved a relatively wide range of work. Quite a few departments set up 
responsibility systems at various levels. [passage omitted] 

3. Departments took the initiative in maintaining contacts with deputies. The State 
Economic Commission, ‘he PIA General Political Department, the Beijing Municipal 
Government, and other units dispatched personnel to call on or telephone deputies to 
obtain a better understanding of their suggestions, thereby improving the work 
quality. In reply to Shandong Deputy Wang Dianchen's suggestion that the State 
Economic Commission send personnel to help Deshou Prefecture study its industrial 
development, the State Economic Commission invited Wang Dianchen to Beijing to ask his 
specific advice and decided to send personnel to Deshou to conduct studies and surveys 
for mapping out plans for Deshou Prefecture's industrial development. Before answering 
82 suggestions directed to it, the Beijing Municipal Government asked deputies’ 
opinions about handling the suggestions in a satisfactory way. 

OFFICIAL VIEWS EDITOR LIU XINMWU'S SUSPENSION 

020332 Hong Kong WEN WEI PO in Chinese 2 Mar 87 p 3 

[Special article” by unidentified WEN WEI PO reporter: “Tang Dacheng on Liu Xinw 
Being Temporarily Relieved of His Post") 

[rent]! Beijing, 1 Mar — After am WENKUE's Editor in Chief Liu Xinw: was suspended 
from his duties, there were apparently some repercussions in literature and art 
circles. People are further exploring how to handle the relationship between the 
literary role and socialist literature and art line. Tang Dacheng, sember of the 
Secretariat of the Chinese Writers’ Association, has the following views: 

He pointed out in the first place that Liu Xinwu was temporarily relieved of his post 
for self-examination. He was not dismissed. Still less would this affect his creative 
activities as a writer. 
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Some people linked Liu Liu with the Liu Binyan incident, holding that there were 
still repercur:ions. Tang Dacheng indicated that Liu Xinwu's problem is entirely 
different from those of Liu Binyan and others. This is a special issue, in which a bad 
literary work has adversely effect relations between nationalities and hurt the 
feelings of a fraternal nationality. This is an error in work. They should not be 
lumped together. 

Tang said: Ia saying that this is the “result of the spread of the ideological trend 
of bourgeois liberalization and other erroneous ideas," this does not mean that Liu 
Mm himself nor this novel (“Show Your Tongue Coating or Nothingness” by Ma Jian) is 
spreading bourgeois liberalisation but that the spread of the ideological trend of 
bourgeois liberalization and other erroneous ideas is a factor or a cause that created 
ideological confusion in the editorial department of RENMIN WENKUE and made it publish 
this novel. 

Tang Dacheng also discussed the relationship between works of literature and art and 
the seamy side of society. Se said: Ia criticising this novel we do not mean that it 
is absolutely impermissible to write about all backward phenomena. Ia his view, this 
depends on which attitude a writer takes. le said by way of an example that Tolstoy 
also wrote about some beckward phenomena in Russia but, from his works, the readers can 
feel the writer's righteous indignation over the causes leading the irrational 
phenomena. Mr Llu Xun also discribed sex consciousness and sex sentality without giving 
people a dirty feeling. The writer of “Show Your Tongue Coating or Nothingless,” 
however, wrote about the backward phenomena which he had hunted from Xizang, with the 
attitude of exhibiting them and of naturalism and rumination. This cannot but make 
people indignant. 

WEN WEI PO REPORTS FANG LIZBI'S RECENT ACTIVITIES 

HKO30529 Hong Kong WEN WEI PO in Chinese 3 Mar 87 p 1 

("Special interview” by WEN WEI PO reporter Liu Ruishao (0491 6904 4801): “Fang Lizhi 
Speaks About How Things Are With His”) 

[Text] The other day I happened to meet Fang Lishi, former vice president of the China 
Science and Technology University. During our conversation, I learned something about 
his recent life. He was full of vigor and appeared calm and at ease during our 
meeting. He said: “After I was transferred to the observatory as a research fellow, I 
went to my office by bicycle every day, for this was also a chance for physical 
training. I like ewimming best. When summer comes, I shall do more physical training 
to keep fit. This will be beneficial to ay work.” 

He has been engaging in research of astrophysics for a long time. He said: “I still 
work every day. Since 1980, I have completed about 15 treatises every year, but wrote 
fewer over the past 2 years due to ay administrative work. I hope I can spend more 
time on my research work this year and I guess I can complete more treatises. When ay 
reference books and materials in Hefei are delivered to Beijing, my work will go 
forward gore quickly.” 

A couple of day ago, he delivered an academic report at a symposium of the China 
Physics Association. He is now revising his report and will write an academic article 
and a popular article. "GAO NENG WULI [HIGH-ENERGY PHYSICS)" and “WULI XUE JIN ZHAN 
(The Progress of Physics)" have invited his articles. He is also planning to gradually 
systematize his academic articles and compile them into books. 
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ARTICLE NOTES DENG SUPPORT FOR XIAMEN OPEN DOOR 

§K021002 Shanghai SAIJIE JINGJI DAOBAO in Chinese 16 Feb 87 pp 1, 2 

{Article by contributing reporter Lin Sha (2651 3097): “Notes Written From Memory on 
Deng Xiaoping’s Visit to Xiamen 3 Years Ago") 

(Text] In February 1964, a plan was just being framed to continually expand the Xiamen 
Special Economic Zone. 

After celebrating the Spring Festival of the year, Chairman Deng Xiaoping came to 
Xiamen to inspect the insfrastructure in the special economic sone. On way to 
Gulangyu Island aboard the ferry “Lujiang,” Chairman Deng Xiaoping chatted with leading 
comrades of Fujian Province and Xiamen City about how to open Xiamen to outside 
world. 

Comrade Xiang Nan said to Deng Xiaoping: “Comrade Xiaoping, the Xiamen Special 
Economic Zone covers only 2.5 square kilometres. It is too small and 
tied to develop it. Even if it is completely built up, there is no 
significance.” 

“You an. . . , Deng Xiaoping gased at him and other responsible persons of the province 
and city. 

“I mean to expand the special economic sone to the whole of Xiamen island,” Xiang Nan 
replied in a positive tone. “If the whole island is open, it will be better for us to 
absorb foreign investment funds end sodern technology to promote technological 
transformation in all the existing enterprises on the island.” 

While listening, Deng Kieoping was looking at the map. Then he said patiently: “I 
think it can be done, there is no probles.” 

Kiang Nan continued: “Now visitors from Taiwan to the mainland gust aske a detour via 
Hong Kong or Japan, it is too auch trouble. If we build Xiamen, which is very close to 
Taivan and Jinmen, into a free port, it will play an important role in establishing 
people's contacts between Taiwan and the asinland.” 

“This issue should be taken into consideration,” said Wang Zhen. 

"It can be considered,” said Deng Xiaoping, as he took a deep pull on his cigarette. 
Then he entered discussions on policies for a free port with some responsible persons 
of the province and city. 

On another day (9 February 1964), when he inspected the Buli industrial sone, Deng 
Xiaoping joyfully wielded a brush and wrote the inscription: “Build the special 
economic sone better and faster.” 

Only 50 days later after Deng Xiaoping returned to Beijing, the central leading 
comrades declared: The State Council has decided to extend the scope of the Xiamen 
Special Economic Zone from 2.5 square kilometres to 131 square kilometres, that is to 
say, to the whole Xiamen island. 

Five months later, the State Council proclaimed the “detailed plan for the development 
of a special economic sone in Xiamen,” noting: (paragraph continues] 
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“To promote the economy of southeast China, strengthen the work toward Taiwan and 
accomplish the great cause of national reunification, it is necessary to implement some 
policies for turning Xiamen into a free port.” 

Three years have passed. The Xiamen Special Economic Zone has achieved marked results 
in its construction. In the past 5 years, 18 factory buildings and 5 ordinary 
workshops were built in the uli industry sone alone. Meanwhile, some other buildings 
are under construction, such as the International Information Service Building, the 
Southeast Aluminus Company and the Sino-U.&. tobacco joint ventures. 

More than 140 Chinese-foreign joint ventures, cooperative enterprises and enterprises 
run exclusively with foreign investment have been put into operaiton in the Xiamen 
Special Economic Zone. In 1986 alone 4/ of them were put into operation. Their output 
value of export goods in 1986 increased by 40.2 percent over 1985. In addition, the 
sone now has over 580 enterprises <stablished for internal economic associations. In 
foreign trade, commodities produced by the sone have exported to 136 countries and 
regions, instead of 86. Ia the financial field, the joint venture Xiamen International 
Bank has set up its headquarters in Xiamen and many foreign banks have established 
their branches there, including the Hong Kong and Shanghai Banking Corporation, the 
Standard Chartered Bank, the Jiandong Bank, the Daiwa Bank Limited, the Chiyu Banking 
Corporation and the Oversvas Chinese Banking Corporation Lisited. Meanwhile, 62 
foreign economic enterprises have also set up offices in Xiamen. 

Of late Deng Xiaoping has repeatedly reaffirmed China's determination to open up to the 
outside world and to carry out reforms. When et ia foreign guests a few weeks ago, 
he said: “If we say there are any deficiencies in our work, it is that the door 
opening to the outside world is not wide enough.” To make progress in the 
export-oriented economy and play a greater role in opening our country to the outside 
world and carrying out reforms, Xiamen should make still greater efforts in the future. 

§KO010640 Beijing GUANGHING RIBAO in Chinese 16 Feb 87 p 3 

{Article by Wu Lingwu (2976 0407 0124): “Proceeding From National Conditions -- An 
Important Way of Thinking” — capitalized passages published in boldface] 

[Text] Things in the world are complicated as well as different. As «here are no two 
absolutely identical leaves on a tree, there are no two completely identical countries 
in the world. 

The gost essential basis upon which every country differentiates itself from other 
countries is its national conditions, namely, its different historical traditions, 
cultural background, political, economic and population conditions, social nature, and 
external environments as well as its different development sechanisms. further, «a 
country’s speed and directions are determined by its conditions. 

Through the discussion on the criterion for judging truth, people can all understand 
that in considering everything people should uphold the principle of proceeding f roa 
the actual conditions and seeking truth from facts. What are the “actual conditions” 
of a country and how can we “seek truth from facts” in considering state affairs? 
Fundamentally, the “actual conditions” and facts“ are the specific conditions of a 
country. 
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In this regard, the so-called proceeding from the actual conditions in doing everything 
@eans to proceed from the national conditions in doing everything; and the so-called 
seeking truth from facts means to know accurately and well the national conditions and 
find that its laws are intrinsic, and not fabricated, or its inner connections as our 
guide to action. 

Living in the land of China, we are entrusted with the historical sission of building 
this country and reforming the society well. How can we build and reform it well and 
make it gradually march toward the goal of communiss? The st fundamental aethod is 
to really know our national conditions and always proceed from thes. This is the basic 
requirement of the Marxist ideological line. 

AT PRESENT, MANY COMRADES LIKE TO EMPLOY THE CONCEPT OF “CHOICE.” IN FACT, ANY CSOICE 

country, our revolutionary and constructive undertakings can smoothly develop. 
Otherwise, we would suffer setbacks. 

Let's first review the situation of the democratic revolution. Meking revolutions in «a 
large semi-colonial and semi-feudal country in the east, people would unavoidably 
encounter varied special, complicated issues. Under these circumstances, would the 
revolution succeed if people only recited the fundamental tenets of Marziss? Wo, it 
would not. While founding their theories, Marx and Engels asinly took the capitalist 
world in Western Europe in the 19th century into consideration and they had never lived 
in this old land of China before. Such being the case, could China copy the experience 
of the October Revolution in Russia? No, it would not succeed, either. <A remarkable 
fect is that after 1927, the new Kuomintang lr warlords headed by Chiang Kai-shek 
established a gore cruel and better organized counterrevolutionary rule which was sore 
powerful than that of the old warlords. At that time, the key cities were the places 
where the counterrevolutionary forces were gost powerful and highly concentrated as 
well as the places where revolution was heavily guarded against. Meanwhile, due to the 
failure of the Great Revolution the revolutionary organizations in the cities were 
severely devastated and the revolutionary basis was very weak. Moreover, China was «a 
large semi-colonial and semi-feudal country and its political and economic developments 
were unbalanced. As the KMT reactionary rule in the extremely vast rural areas in the 
whole country was relatively weak, factions and wars constantly arose among the various 
factions of the warlords. The EMT's capability to suppress the people's revolutionary 
struggle in the vast rural areas was further weakened. Therefore, in the rural areas 
where the strength of the reactionary rulers was weak and the revolution had a better 
foundation, it was possible for the revolutionary forces to first regain strength and 
develop until a red regime was established. These were the national conditions 
confronting the Chinese revolution after the failure of the Great Revolution of 1927 as 
well as en intrinsic objective law of the revolutionary development. It was exactly 
the light of these national conditions that the Communist Party of China seabers 
represented Mao Zedong's success by shifting the stress of work of the party from the 
urban to rural areas. The party took the road of the Chinese-type armed struggle 
characterized by encircling the cities from the rural areas and finally scored the 
victory of the democratic revolution. 

8 
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At present, gany comrades, in particular young comrades, like to employ the concept of 
; by the state, the pattern adopted by the 

s choices. Undoubtedly, it is 
subject of practice. Nevertheless, 

rise to two possibilities: the choice 
the choice violating the objective law. Weren't 
our in 

lution, the issue of national 
socialist construction. 

History has let us choose the road of socialism. This is the only correct choice. 
Bowever, what should we do after choosing the road of socialiss? Following the basic 
completion of the socialist transformation of the private ownership of production ans 

the socialist systems, what kind of historical traditions 
role would this tradition play in the future practice? Sow 

estimate the situation of productive forces in our country? Sow should we 
a production relationship compatible with this situation of productive 

Bow should we correctly estimate the ideological end cultural levels and the 
ethical conditions of the masses? In a word, what were the national conditions of our 
country at thet tiae? Undoubtedly, this once again became the basic starting point of 
our party for considering all issues. 

Unfortunately, during the period from the sid 1950's to the time before the convestica 
of the 34 Plenary Session of the llth CPC Central Committee, we did aot heave « clear 
understanding of the national conditions of our country in u fields. The asst 
typical reflections of this were the “Great Leap forward,” “the people's comme 
movement,” and the 10-year-long Cultural Revolution beginning from 1966. 

In 1956, even a slogen such as “man's daring determination decides fare yields” eas 

rt 33 7 
1 

; one 

adopted. It was really unimaginable that this kind of slogan was act enly cheuted, 
heard, believed and spread emong the people but aleo carried on cur sewepagers and 
journale! It was aleo in these days that the formal documents of cur party ever 
explicitly pointed out: “It seemed that the realisation of commmics is cur country i» 

Central Committee makes a realistic enalysis 
was due to the fact that Comrade Mao Zedong and many leading comrades, both ot the 
center and in the localities, had become smug about their successes, were iapatiest for 



As many young people of today have personally experienced the 10-year-long Cultural 
Bevolution, endured its sufferings in varying degrees, and learned firsthand thet it 
was not a “revolution” at all but an internal disorder which was wrongly started by the 
leaders in light of a fundamentally wrong estimation of the national conditions in our 
country. The situation was taken sdvantage of by the counterrevolutionary cliques and 
brought serious calamities to the party and state. 

INCE THE 3D PLENARY SESSION OF THE 11TH CPC CENTRAL COMMITTEE, OUR PARTY SAS CORRECTLY 
NATIONAL CONDITIONS IN CHINA, ulld IS REFLECTED 

Comrade Deng Xiaoping in his “Opening Speech at the 12th Congress of the Communist 

Septeaber 1986 that our country is still in the junior stage of socialism. Correctly 

these two points are also the fundamental standpoints for us to consider the political, 

It seems to me that the so-called building of socialism with Chinese characteristics at 
least embodies two meanings: First, “Chinese characteristics” are not the subjective 
suppositions det are decided by the inner logic of things. As our Chinese nation has 
ite own special cultural traditions and our socialist construction has its own special 
internal and external conditions, these special national conditions intrinsically 
determine our characteristics. Second, the socialist country we are building will be 
neither feudalist and capitalist nor an appendage to a certain country. Being neither 
Soviet nor East European, the pattern we adopt gust suit our needs and possesses our 
national characteristics. 

The so-called junior stage of socialiss is obviously a conclusion directly involving 
the national conditions in our country. It is true that when the national conditions 
of a country are gentioned, it could sean many things. Sowever, it should asinly sean 
the social nature and stage of the country. Whether the people can correctly 
understand and master this point or not itself embodies whether the estimation of the 
historical tredictions, actual conditions ead the future of developments is scientific 
or not. In line with the saying, peopie should have their feet planted on solid 
ground, to build socialism we should aleo have our feet planted on solid ground. To 
correctly understand that we are still in the junior stage of socialism is a specific 
expression of «ianding on soli: ground. 

It is exactly because our party has a deep and comprehensive understanding of our 
country’s national conditions wat the peace of our building socialise has always been 
steady and safe for over d yea.. since the 34 Plenary Session of the lith CPC Central 
Committee. This is specifically represented in all the works carried on by our party, 
in particular the economic structural reform, political structural reforms, cultural 
structural reforms, party rectification, and so on carried out in recent years as well 
as a series of the important policy decisions. (paragraph continues) 
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It is also understandable that they feel indignant ast some issues, such as the 
existence of the unhealthy tendencies. Nevertheless, on many issues, wishes are wishes 
after all, which can neither the objective reality sor represent the objective 

thet good wishes sight lead people to hell. This is 
thought-provoking. If we have only wishes but do not have senses, we can imagine the 
consequences of the wishes which do not tally with the astional conditions ia our 
country plus some blind sections. 

Ia fect, the extremely complex nature of the national conditions in our country has 
objectively determined that we should ne 
regard the wishes and feelings as 

a 
democratic rights overnight. Sowever, is it possible? It is iapossible? Why? It 
still due to the national conditions in our country. Let's not discuss at the 
thet as the democratic system is always « 

ly progress of the building of democracy. Let's 
only discuss the cultural factor which does not have «a direct relationship with the 

At the 1 billion population in our country, there 
ars still a large number of people who are illiterate and semiliterate. What does this 
geen? “Illiterates stand outside of politics” (which was once said by Lenin). They do 
mot even understand what democracy is, not to est ien the sense of democracy and 
citisenship. Speaking of the senses of democracy and citizenship, I think that not 
only the illiterates do not have now, but also the people with a certain degree of 
cultural knowledge need it very auch. A remarkable fact is that in recent years in 
promoting the democratic progress our party and government have done « ict of works; 
the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress has promulgated a series of 
lews, decrees, and regulations; and the governments at 411 levels have also 
correpondingly enacted many regulations. Nevertheless, it happens very often in daily 
life that some people still stick to their old way of doing things and violate laws and 
discipline and defy laws and regulations. Regarding this tind of conduct, many 
comrades among us would only feel indignant and grumble and few comrades would wage 
struggles against it eccording te s+. Therefore, we should say that notwithstanding 
the laws that have entrusted every ..cisen with the proper rights, they do not 
mot able to use it. This is quite obvious. 

and 

Of course, we are not trying to say that our present democratic system is very good and 
perfect and does not need to be reformed. Absolutely not. We just want to prove that 
regarding the political structural reforms which includes democracy, as well as th. 
economic structural reforms, every interested person should base his ideas upon the 
specific national conditions in China. Otherwise, he can not understand the important 
decision policies of the CPC Central Committee and cannot make « correct evaluation of 
these decision policies. 
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Dion: Beijing REMMIN RIBAO in Chinese 1 Mar 87 p 5 

[“Table of Contents for BONGQI No 5, 1987") 

[Text] “Forum”: “Adhering to the Four Cardinal Principles Is Integrated With Adhering 
to Reforms, Opening to the Outside World, and Invigorating the Domestic Econcay” 

Commentator’s article: “Adhere to Marxism-Leninise-Meo Zedong Thought” 

Article by Zheng Shi: “Democratic Centralism Is the Party's Fine Tradition — Reading 
Comrade Deng Kisoping’s Speech at the Enlarged Central Work Conference in 1962” 

Article by Be Zucxiu: “Philosophical Questions About Cosmology” 

Article by Zhao Biru: “Lenin's Theory of Reflection and Piaget's Epistemology” 

Article by Li Chengrui: “Establish « Macroeconomic Management System With the Eaphasis 
on Indirect Control” 

Article by Yang Ruisen: “Dialogue on Questions of Democracy” 

Article by Liu Jinxiu: “Do Away With the Outworn Customs of Marriage” 

Article by SONGQI Theoretical Educational Editorial Office: “Study Outline of 
Expositions From Central Documents on Adhering to the Four Cardinal Principles and 
Opposing Bourgeois Liberalization” 

Foreward 

1. “Adhering to the Four Cardinal Principles Is the Foundation for Founding and 
Governing our State” (first instal laent) 

Article by Liu Guangdi: “What Are Stocks and the Stockholding Systes?” 

Article by Kieo Kuan: “Thoughts Associated With a Flag” 

Article by Guo Rui: “The Light of the National Spirit Sparkles — Commenting on the TV 
Series ‘Snowy Fields'” 

Readers’ Mailbox 

Article by Geo Suai: “Reading Comrade Fei Kisotong's Famous Work ‘Jiangewn Jingji'” 

Artistic Photography: “Comrade Deng Yingcheo With Women's Representatives” 
(Photograph) bz ta Shumei, and “The Unforgetable Years” (Vil Painting) by Huang Lisheng. 
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ANQING'S NEW ENTERPRISES INVESTIGATED IN ANHUI 

HK251120 Beijing GUANGMING RIBAO in Chinese 7 Feb 87 p 3 

[Article by Wang Yuzhao (3769 6735 2507): “Another Breakthrough in Reforming the Urban 
Economic Structure — Investigation Into New-Type Enterprises in Anging City“ — 
capitalized passages published in boldface] 

[Text]! Im recent years, under the impact of the rural system of contracted 
responsibilities on the household basis, with payment linked to output, a number of 
vigorous enterprises of a new type have rapidly developed in Anging City, Anhui 
Province. In a few years, they have grown from initial “providing employment and 
finding a way out for educated youths” to enterprise clusters or groups transcending 
trades and regions and formed five big companies in Angqing. One of them, the Supply 
and Marketing Services Corporation, not only owns 36 industrial and commercial 
enterprises in the city but has also set up 14 branches or offices in various big and 
medium-sized cities. Described as “something odd" for having broken away from many 
outdated conventions and developed their own strong points, these new enterprises give 
people an entirely new look. 

TO A LARGE EXTENT, THEY HAVE THE FEATURE OF “HYBRID EUGENICS" FOR ADAPTING THEMSELVES 
TO THE NEEDS OF THE COMMODITY ECONOMY AND EXTENSIVELY ABSORBING NOURISHMENT FROM 
VARIOUS ECONOMIC SECTORS. THE SPECIFIC MANIFESTATIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

1. The plurality of economic sectors. These enterprises include new collective 
enterprises set up with funds paid in advance by state or collective enterprises, 
joint-stock enterprises set up with funds raised by producers and operators, and 
leasing enterprises with cowpensatory payments for the use of the seans of production. 
A emall number of enterprises have now developed into enterprise groups transcending 
provinces and regions, trades, and ownership systems. 

2. The sultidirection of operation contents. Closely catering to the needs the market 
and changing from closed“ enterprises inte open“ ones, these enterprises constantly 
explore new possibilities in production and operatiors, are fairly sensitive to market 
changes, and have strong adaptability and a strong desire to make progress. While 
concentrating on one special line, they have also vigorously developed new areas of 
production, operations, and services that are related to it so as to serialize products 
and to form a complete production network. 

3. The multidimensional functions of enterprises. These enterprises are often good at 
many things. While engaging ir their own lines of production and operations, they also 
play an intermediary and servicing role in the development of the commodity economy. A 
fairly typical example is the Supply and Marketing Services Corporation which runs both 
industry and commerce, engages in both domestic and foreign trade, and carries out both 
import and export. These enterprises have become all-directional, multifunctional, and 
high-level enterprises clusters or groups. 

4. The diversification of distributor forms. These enterprises uphold the principle 
of “distribution according to work,” linking the individual income of the empicrees 
with the economic results of the enterprises. In line with their own features in 
production and operations and within the scope permitted by the state policy, they 
adopt numerous forms of internal distribution, discard the practice of “eating from the 
same big pot,” and smash the “iron rice bowl,” thus satisfactorily unifying 
responsibility, authority, and benefit. 
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5. The multilevel of internal management. By reducing as far as possible the size of 
accounting units, these enterprises break down economic responsibilities from one level 
to another, and carry out independent accounting at every level, thus developing 
multilevel accounting management within the enterprises, defining clear-cut job 
responsibilities, realizing more direct economic iuterests, and mete out strict and 
fair punishments or rewards. 

To a fairly large extent, gings new enterprises have broken away from various 
conventions, such as the traditional unitary system of ownership, mode of operation, 
and method of distribution and, by carrying out reforms, blazing new trials, and 
developing lateral associations on a considerable scope, concentrated the various 
essential factors of produc’ive forces and the strong points of the relations of 
socialist production, thus torming new economic cells in keeping with the development 
needs of the socialist commodity economy. 

THEY HAVE ESTABLISHED A NEW CONCEPT OF COMMODITY ECONOMY, REGARDED THE MANAGEMENT OF 
NEW ENTERPRISES AS AN “EXPERIMENTAL PLOT” FOR PROBING CHANGES IN GOVERNMENT FUNCTIONS, 
AND PROVIDED A RELAXED ENVIRONMENT FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF NEW ENTERPRISES. THE CHIEF 
MANIFESTATIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

1. Or the question of guiding thought, it is necessary to uphold the principle of 
“letting them take their course and helping them solve their problems." With regard to 
a large number of people-run enterprises, we “set up neither Buddhas nor temples” but 
let them operate completely on their own. With the exception of asking them to go 
through the procedure for industrial or commercial registration and to pay taxes 
according to the regulations, we refrain from interfering in their production and 
operational activities. With regard to the new enterprises which have sponsors, 
however, we call on both parties to turn their "“father-and-son relationships" into 
“fraternal ones" on the basis of “working out clear accounts.” What the city 
government principally does is to help these enterprises solve difficult problems and 
to coordinate services. It was runored in 1982 that the new enterprises would be 
restricted because they had “squeezed out state enterprises and undermined state 
finance." Far from drawing blind conclusions, the city party committee and government, 
on the basis of conducting much investigation and study, used facts and figures to 
educate the cadres and the masses and supported the continued development of the new 
enterprises in a clear-cut way. 

2. In specific policies, it is necessary to persist in turning “centralization” into 
decentralization and relaxing controls to invigorate the economy. To guide the sound 
development of the new enterprises, the city party committee and government worked out 
supporting policies on three occasions. On the first occasion, namely, in 1980, it was 
explicitly pointed out in the “Regulations on Certain Questions on Exploring New 
Possibilities in Production and Developing the Collective Economy” and “Angitg City's 
Regulations on Fund-Raising Business Operations” that anyone can run any project needed 
by society, the market, and the masses in any form and with any legitimate funds; the 
masses were thus given a free hand. On the second occasion, namely, in 1984, the city 

party committee and government printed and distributed the "Summary of the Citywide 
Work Meeting on Collective Economy in Townships and Town" which reaffirmed the full 
decisionmaking power of the new enterprises in appointing personnel, recruiting 
workers, carrying out production and operations, and distributing profits and adroitly 
guided the enterprises to institute a responsibility system for internal economic 
management. On the third occasion, namely, in 1986, a supporting policy was again 
adopted concerning various issues, such as safeguarding the legitimate rights and 
interests of enterprises and straightening cut management relations, which further 
improved the management structure of the new enterprises. 

3. on the methods of management, it is necessary to uphold the leading position of 
offering services. [paragraph continues] 
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Comrades from Anqing summed up the relationships between the market, enterprises, and 
government in the following words: “Enterprises should gear to market needs while the 
government should cater to the needs of enterprises." in line with the needs of 
enterprise development, the government has concentrated on organizing coordination and 
necessary service work. The city government has set up a collective economy office, 
which consists of 5 people. They offer services without collecting any charges. 
Noticing that some enterprises were short of circulating funds, the office vigorously 
initiated the setting up of a money service center to regulate funds among the new 
enterprises. To help the enterprises to purchase materials and carry out business 
transactions, it also suggested opening the commodity market and held commodity fairs. 
Moreover, the city authorities also drew support from the democratic parties and the 
federation of industry and commerce to run cooperative cadre schools and vocational 
schools and to train technical and managerial personnel for the new enterprises. The 
city government also plans to set up some technical and legal consultant organizations 
and accounting firms to serve the new enterprises in a more thorough-going and 
meticulous way. 

IN LINE WITH THE LAW GOVERNING COMMODITY ECONOMY, THEY HAVE EXPANDED THE ENTERPRISE 
DECISIONMAKING POWER AND ENSURED THE STATUS OF ENTERPRISES AS RELATIVELY INDEPENDENT 
COMMODITY PRODUCERS AND DEALERS. THE OUTSTANDING MANIFESTATIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

1. They have discarded the outdated method of “appointing officials and dispatching 
cadres" by carrying out democratic elections or advertising for cadres. None of the 
leaders of the new enterprises are appointed by the higher authorities. In some 
enterprises capable people take the initiative while in others the leaders are either 
elected by the employees or recruited through advertisement. At the time of 
establishment, some enterprises did not have any “officials.” Some won the support of 
the employees and were recommended by general acclaim as plant directors (managers) 
because they took the lead in setting up the enterprises. Some enterprises have 
instituted democratic election systems. Those elected become cadres; those who fail to 
be elected work as ordinary workers. The leaders of the enterprises can exercise their 
functions and powers. If they are sure of something, they can strike a deal on the 
spot without seeking instructions from the higher authorities. There are party 
organizations in the enterprises but there are no full-time secretaries of party 
branches. There are few administrative or managerial personnel in the enterprises. 
Some concurrently take up many posts and have outstanding work efficiency. 

2. They have discarded the outdated pattern of the unified recruitment of employees 
and the unified fixing of their wages and practiced a system of voluntarily joining, or 
freely withdrawing from, the enterprises, as well as many flexible systems of 
distribution. As a rule, the employees of the new enterprises are recruited or 
assigned in a unified way. The enterprises can freely decide the number of workers to 
be recruited and then give public notice of recruitment through examination. The 
workers will first be employed on a trial basis and then officially registered. The 
enterprises have the right to dismiss those who fail to observe discipline or give a 
good account of themselves in work. By and large, the workers and staff members do not 
have fixed wages. Their income depends entirely on enterprise performance and their 
personal contributions. Since the employees and the enterprises go through thick and 
thin together, a situation has taken shape in which capable persons hold leading 
positions, the promising ones work diligently, and those doing more work receive more 

pay. 

3. They have broken the old pattern of vertical associations between production, 
supply, and marketing and practiced a new pattern of fully relying on lateral 
associations for independent production and operations. [paragraph continues] 
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These new enterprises rely on their own efforts to raise funds, purchase raw materials, 
sell products, choose association partners, arrange all their work around the market, 
and combine production, supply, and marketing. Having thrown off the restrictions 
placed by the divisions between different departments and regions, they can adapt 
themselves to the requirements of the commodity economy law more satisfactorily. 

In short, they are enterprises enjoying full decisionmaking power in production and 
operations. In a relaxed environment, they have quite satisfactorily implemented the 
principles of “achieving voluntary combination, independently raising funds, working 
out regulations, and carrying out business operations, assuming sole responsib‘lity for 
profits and losses, and independently recruiting workers, fixing wages, and selecting, 
recommending, or employing cadres" and carried out all economic activities in full 
accordance with the law governing the socialist commodity economy. The pressure of 
competition and the risk of going bankrupt have turned into a tremendous sotivating 
force to seek survival and development and roused everyone's wisdom and talent, thus 
providing the enterprises with enormous vitality and broad prospects. 

IN LINE WITH THE DEMAND OF THE COMMODITY ECONOMY, THEY HAVE PRACTICED A NEW METHOD OF 
MANAGEMENT, WHICH NOT ONLY SETS AND EXEMPLARY ROLE FOR THE REFORM OF OLD ENTERPRISES 
BUT ALSO PROVIDES USEFUL EXPERIENCE FOR THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A NEW ECONOMIC MANAGEMENT 
STRUCTURE. THE PRINCIPAL MANIFESTATIONS ARE AS FOLLOWS: 

1. Using nongovernmental capital, technology, and talents to set up new enterprises is 
an effective way to stimulate urban economic development and reform. At present, a 
difficult problem facing economic development is capital shortage and limited bank 
credits. Unless we break away from the traditional channel of investment and open new 
sources of capital, the economic development will be restricted. For this reason, it 
is very important to tap the potential of nongovernmental capital and develop a new 
type of cooperative economy. The state did not invest any money in some 600 new 
enterprises in Anquing City. They have been set up by chiefly relying on 
nongovernmental capital. Currently owning 80 million yuan in fixed assets and 30 
gillion yuan in circulating capital, these enterprises have become a great pillar of 
Angqing's economy. 

2. The key to turning enterprises into independent economic entities lies in 
transforming the government economic management function. Invigorating enterprises 
involves both external and internal reforms. By comparison, reforming the external 
environment of enterprises is even more important. Without improving the external 
environment, it would be difficult for the internal reform to make progress, still less 
to yield results. Ir improving the external environment of enterprises, we chiefly 
transform the government economic management function and change the relationship 
between the government and the enterprises so that the enterprises can have full 
decisionmaking power in operations. Viewed from Anging City's practice, in managing 
the economy, the government serves the enterprises by providing policy guidance and 
creating a relaxed, harmonious environment for enterprises; all unite refrain from 
ordering enterprises about, making decisions on behalf of enterprises, or exercising 
the rights of enterprises. The only commander of enterprises is market demand. 

3. Train enterpreneurs in the course of fierce competition of commodity economy. To 
train true enterpreneurs, it is most important to change the concept of value, to 
upgrade the criterion of using people, to change the methods of training, selecting, 
and promoting competent persons, and to create an environment that can let capable 
people give a good account of themselves and release energy. The key to the rapid 
development of Anqing's new enterprises lies in the fact that capable people have scope 
to exercise their abilities [paragraph continues] 
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Mostly former ordinary cadres or workers from government organs, enterprises, or other 
institutions, these people did not attract people's attention at first. But they have 
mew concepts, are keenly conscious of the commodity economy, are filled with a 
pioneering spirit, and keep on reforming in spite of all setbacks. If we judge thes 
according to traditional standards, we shall never regard them as talents, still less 
shall we let them manage property worth millions of yuan. Therefore, a great probles 
in enterprise management that should be urgently solved is how to select and promote 

capable people. 

° AT MEETING 

0020615 Shanghai City Service in Mandarin 0100 GMT 27 Feb 87 

{Text} It was pointed out at the United Front Work Conference sponsored by the 
Municipal CPC Committee yesterday that the main objective of Shanghai's united 

front work from now on is: Centering on reunifying and rejuvenating China, continue to 
implement the CPC Central Committee's general and specific policies on united front 
work adopted since the 3d Plenary Session of the llth CPC Central Committee, broaden 
the patriotic united front, and reunify the aotherland under the one-country-two-systes 
formula; and, on the basis of upholding the four cardinal principles, exert continued 
efforts to promote Shanghai's socialist material and spiritual construction, and work 
for improving and developing its socialist democracy and law. 

Addressing the meeting, Rui Xingwen, secretary of the Shanghai Municipal Party 
Committee, said: The many things Shanghai's united front departments, democratic 
parties, and CPPCC committees have to do fall into two categories. First, they should 
continue to provide proficient personnel needed in Shanghai's reform and growth. Along 
with the CPC, they should continue to coexist with one another, supervise one another, 
show utter devotion to one another, share weal and woe, and consult with one another on 
decisions concerning Shanghai's major projects. Second, they should contribute to the 
nation's four modeznizations and reunification, to the return of Taiwan to the 
motherland, and to the institution of two systems in one country. 

Wang Liping, Standing Committee member and secretary general of the Shanghai Municipal 
Party Committee, attended the meeting. Ia his speech, Wu Bengguo, deputy secretary of 
the Shanghai Municipal Party Committee, fully endorsed Shanghai's achievements in its 
united front work. le urged all party committees to heighten their understanding of 
united front work during the new period, follow the guidelines set forth in the 
national and Shanghai conferences on united front work, propagate the general and 
specific policies and tasks of united front work during the new period, strengthen 
their leadership over united front work, broaden the patriotic united front, sobilize 
all positive factors to develop united front work overseas, and implement the policies 
for improving religious work and the work among people of minority nationalities. 

Other party and government leaders present at the meeting were Jiang Zemin, Zeng 
Qinghong, Mao Jingquan, Hu Jijiao, and Qian Xuezhong. Li Ding, deputy head of the 
United Front Department f the CPC Central Committee, and leaders of Shanghai's 
democratic parties were aiso present at yesterday's meeting. 
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YUNNAN GOVERNOR VIEWS 7TH S-YEAR PLAN MEASURES 
220557 Kunming Yunnan Provincial Service in Mandarin 1100 GMT 21 Feb 87 

{Text} Ia his report to the fifth session of the sixth provincial People's Congress on 
20 February, Governor He Zhiqiang pointed out that the tasks of Yunnan's Seventh 5-Year 
Plan are arduous, and it is essential to mobilize the forces of all sectors to do all 
their work well in order to ensure the all-round fulfillment of the plan. 

Be said: We must focus on the following 12 items of work to ensure the fulfillment of 
the Seventh 5-Year Plan: 1) Sighlight the strategic position of agriculture and 
tangibly strengthen the agricultural foundation; 2) actively exploit strong-point 
resources and vigorously develop the consumer goods industries; 3) strengthen key 
construction work and boost the reserve strength for development; 4) attach importance 
to investment in brain-power and speed up the training of talent; 5) promote the 
advance of science and technology geared to economic construction; 6) give free rein to 
developing the township and town enterprises and invigorate the rural economy; 7) base 
efforts on the existing enterprises and do a good job in technological transformation; 
8) promote commodity circulation and expand domestic and foreign trade; 9) take 
effective steps to improve conditions in the poor areas; 10) divide the province into 
rational economic sones and improve the regional economic pattern; 11) continue to 
improve living standards and strictly control population growth; 12) protect the 
ecological environment, to ensure the happiness of our posterity. 

Be Zhiqiang stressed: The first task to be grasped in fulfilling the Seventh 5-Year 
Plan is to highlight the strateagic position of agriculture and strengthen the 
agricultural foundation. To put agriculture in a prominent strategic position and 
strive to maintain steady growth in agricultural production is an important guideline 
for economic construction in Yunnan during the Seventh 5-Year Plan. The draft plan 
therefore aakes the following general demands on agricultural development: Deepen the 
rural reforms, rely on policies and science, gradually increase investment, get a 
really good grasp of grain production, promote all-round development of agriculture, 
forestry, enimal husbandry, sideline occupations, and fisheries, promote comprehensive 
agricultural-industrial-commercial operations, continue to rationally readjust the 
production structure, vigorously develop commodity economy, improve labor productivity, 
improve the ecological environment, and promote all-round and steady development of 
agriculture. 

He said: Before 1990, the province's total grain output should reach a new level of 23 
billion jin. The average annual output should reach 20 billion jin, and the province 
should basically attain balanced output in all areas. To reach this goal, we must 
further mobilize through policies people's enthusiasm to grow grain, and ensure that 
the grain-growers benefit. We must also make big efforts in relying on science and 
technology to improve yields. We must improve land management, and step up the 
building of commodity grain bases. 

Under the premise of ensuring steady growth in grain output, we should rationally 
readjust the rural production structure in a planned and measured way, and gradually 
change the present production pattern in Yunnan, in which grain and crop cultivation 
predominate. 

To gradually increase investment, improve the production conditions, and boost the 
reserve strength for agricultural development, we must first increase the accumulation 
of agriculture itself, and launch the masses to invest capital and labor and carry out 
agricultural capital construction and so on. 
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Second, the finances of the province, prefectures, counties, districts, and townships 
must be ‘ocused on investment in agriculture. During the Seventh 5-Year Plan, the 
province will allocate about 320 sillion yuan in agricultural capital construction 
investment, an increase of 28.5 percent over the Sixth 5-Year Plan. Third, we sust 
increase material and technology input and take the initiative in providing a variety 
of services for agriculture. 

Comrade He Zhiqiang said: Strengthening key construction work and boosting the reserve 
strength for development is an important task for ensuring the fulfillment of the 
Seventh 5-Year Plan in Yunnan. The province has 20 large and sedium construction 
projects listed in the state capital constructions plans during the Seventh 5-Year 
Plan, involving total investment of 3.69 billion yuan. The province plans to build 19 
of these projects. 

Be said: Yunnan has abundant water and coal resources. The conditions for developing 
the energy industry are relatively good. The Seventh 5-Year Plan includes tie 
construction of projects such as the (Manwan) Power Station, (Lubuge) Power Station, 
and (Xiaolongtan) Power Station. Priority will also be given to arranging the 
construction of some medium-sized and small power stations in areas remote from the 
main power grids. The majority of prefectures and cities will have their own backbone 
power stations going into commission. 

In the coal industry, the draft plan makes provision for the construction of backbone 
mines such as (Xiaolongtan), (Tianba), and (Houshuo). We should continue to bring into 
play the role of small coal mines and township and town coal sines. 

To do still better at taking advantage of Yunnan's strong points in resources, we sust 
first ensure the construction quality and progress of key projects. Second, we sust 
make full use of the supplementary and regulating role of small hydroelectric stations 
and coal mines. Third, we must uphold the guideline of attaching equal importance to 
exploitation and economizing. Fourth, we gust do a good job in the on-the-spot 
conversion of coal. 

Governor He Zhiqiang said: Communications and transport are a weak link in developing 
commodity economy in Yunnan. We must strive to achieve great improvement in this area 
during the Seventh 5-Year Plan. 

Governor He Zhiqiang stressed: An important task in ensuring the fulfillment of the 
province's Seventh 5-Year Plan is to actively exploit our strong-point resources and 
vigorously develop the consumer goods industries. le said: Yunnan's abundant natural 
resources represent a latent strong point for developing the economy and enriching the 
people. During the period of the plan, we must take further advantage of our strong 
points in tobacco, sugar, and tea. Tobacco and cigarettes are key products for 
increasing revenue and foreign exchange earnings. We sust vigorously work to improve 
their qualities and grades, and strive for a great increase in their tax yiei « red 
with the Sixth 5-Year Plan. 

The exploitation of tropical resourzes must be undertaken with focal points and proper 
measures. We should focus on developing rubber, pepper, medicinal herbs, spices, 
tropical fruit, winter and spring early-ripening vegetables, and valuable industrial 
forests, and 60 on. 

In developing sining, we must seriously implement the principle of lifting 
restrictions, enlivenment, and good control, and make rational use of and protect our 
mineral resources. 
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We gust ensure the consolidation and development of the state-owned mining enterprises, 
and actively develop, according to law, township and town collective mining enterprises 
and individual mining. We should raise the rate of utilization of resources and the 
economic results. 

In forestry, we must, in light of local characteristics, vigorously develop industrial 
forests focusing on fruit trees, and high-yielding forests focusing on wood for fuel. 
We should promote comprehensive use. We should strive for a relatively big development 
in the production of valuable aedicinal herbs. 

In animal husbandry, we should focus on breeding fine strains, stepping up seasures 
against disease, and improving the commodity and marketing rate of livestock. We 
should strive for a marked improvement in supplies of meat, milk, and eggs for the asin 
towns. There should also be a big increase in output value and export earnings. 

Governor He Zhiqiang said: Centering on the exploitation of resources, we should 
develop corresponding processing industries so as to promote the shift of Yunnan's 
product mix from raw material-style to processing-style, and raise economic results « 
further step. During the Seventh 5-Year Plan, centering on the exploitation and use of 
our resources, we should strive to improve the province's self-sufficiency in consumer 
goods. We should focus on the development of the food, textiles, clothing, spice, and 
pharmaceutical industries, and further promote the production of articles for 
minority-nationality use. We must regard improving production quality, increasing 
variety, developing new products, and turning out fine products with nationality 
characteristics as the primary task in developing the production of consumer goods. 

TUIGUAN PEOPLE'S CONGRESS BOLDS PLENARY SESSION 

§K270732 Kunming Yunnan Provincial Service in Mandarin 1100 , 26 Feb 87 

{Excerpt} The fifth session of the sixth provincial People’s Congress held ite third 
plenary seeting in the People's Victory Hall today. 

At this gorning's plenary meeting, mandated by the sixth provincial People's Congress 
Standing Committee, Qi Shan, vice chairman of the provincial People's Congress, 
delivered a report on the work of the sixth proviacial People’s Congress Standing 
Committee since the fourth session of the sixth provincial People's Congress. This 
afternoon, Yang Yitang, acting president of the Yunaan Provincial People's Higher 
Court, delivered a work report of the Yunnan Provincial People’s Higher Court, and Li 
Linge, chief procurator of the Yunnan Provincial People's Procuratorate, delivered «a 
work report on the Yunnan Provincial People's Procuratorate. 

The executive chairmen of today's meeting were Yan Yiquan, (Wang dunn), Yu Lanfu, (Xi 
Riadong), (Wang De), (Yang Zhenhua), (Yang Shanshong), (Li Shouxin), (Ma Linwu), (Guo 
Yongquan), (Yin Yihui), (He Haiqing), and (Ban Wenlin). 

Members attending the fifth meeting of the fifth provincial CPPCC Committee also 
attended the aseting as observers. 

From tomorrow, the delegates will discuss and examine in panel the three reports. 

[passage oni t tod] 
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425025 Shijiazhuang Hebei Provincial Service in Mandarin 0000 GMT 25 Feb 87 

[Station commentary: “Boost the Reserve Strength of Agriculture and Strive To Raise 
Grain Production in Hebei to a New Level”) 

{Excerpts} In accordance with the new strategic goal set by the central authorities of 
raising national grain production to a new level of 480 to 500 billion kg by the end of 
the century, the provincial party committee and government have decided that Hebei's 

output should reach 22.5 billion kg by 1990. This means that we aust inrease 
billion jin during the next 4 years, with an annual average increase of 

is a rather arduous task. 

» @ current outstanding problem to be solved is that of boosting the 
reserve strength of agriculture to ensure sustained and steaty development of 

° The current deficiencies in the reserve strength of 
agricul<ure have become a rather conspicuous contradiction. This is mainly expressed 

respects: The area of farmland had declined; soil fertility has 
dropped; there are conspicuous contradictions between the demand and supply of 
agricultural production materials; and water conservancy facilities lack maintenance, 
and their ability to resist natural disasters has weakened. 

To ensure sustained and steady growth of grain output, we ust overcome these 
unfavorable factors, increase investment in agriculture, and gain greater understanding 
of the importance of increasing grain output. We must also correctly handle the 
relationship between grain production and diversification, and properly readjust the 
internal structure of agriculture. 

grain-growing areas must take advantage of their strong point in grain and 
establish the idea of depending on grain to get rich. It is necessary to step up the 
building of commodity grain bases there. Those areas should also take advantage of 
their plentiful grain to develop the initial and advanced processing of grain. They 
should form a benign cycle of grain-fodder-livestock and poultry-manure for the 
fields. (passage omitted] 

Wheat and corn are the two strong points in the province's grain output. We sust 
stabilise the sown areas of these crops and strive to increase yields. Ia this way we 
will have a basic guarantee for raising the province's total grain output to a new 
level. [passage omitted) 

4K240454 Hong Kong WEN WEI PO in Chinese 24 Feb 87 p 15 

{Report: "94 Nei Monggol Enterprises Revert to State Operation”) 

[Text] Since the beginning of this year, some enterprises in Nei Monggol, which were 
transformed, leased, or earlier changed ownership, have returned to the old path of 
being operated by the state, enjoying their safe “iron rice bowl" again. This has 
aroused people's attention. 
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continuously readjust the product ais, and improve economic results in an all-round way. 

The general task for the province's industrial and communications production this year 
is: The province's total industrial output value, including that of industry below the 
village level, should increase by 7.4 percent over the previous year; the profit 
achieved and the tax subsitted by the province should increase by 7.5 percent over the 
previous year; the stability rate of product quality should increase by 85 percent; the 
increase in income as a result of the drive to increase production and practice econoay 
and (words indistinct] should reach ore than 300 sillion yuan. 

To attain these targets, the economic work conference proposed the following measures. 

1. Deepening enterprise reform and further invigorating enterprises. The conference 
held that to deepen enterprise reform, we must carry out work internally and externally. 
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Carrying out reforms within enterprises is all the more necessary. We are thus required 
to institute various business operation responsibility systems according to different 
conditions. In profit-making enterprises covered by local budgets, we st iaplement 
the reward and punishment system related to profit targets and product quality. 811 
state-run enterprises may actively and steadily promote the leasing systen. 
Enterprises sustaining losses must continue to institute the contracted responsibility 
system related to losses. To carry out coordinated reforms within enterprises, the key 
lies in grasping the implementation of the manager responsibility system and the 
economic responsibility systes. Large and aediue-sised enterprises in the province 
must strive to institute the manager responsibility system related to targets within 
the tenure of office of managers. On the issue of strengthening business management, 
it is necessary to grasp the work of upgrading enterprises and to upgrade the quality 

an ali-round way. All prefectures, cities, departments, and 
the end of April, plans for upgrading enterprises 

and promoting modernized business management. 

2. It is necessary to extensively launch a drive to increase production and practice 
economy. The conference demanded that 11 departments and enterprises treat targets of 
increasing production and practicing economy as art of the business management systen 
related to objectives and must firmly grasp the organizational work of several capital 
construction projects that have started or will soon start. In turning losses into 
profits, it is necessary to put pressure on enterprises on the one hand, and give 
guidance to them on the other. Efforts should be made to purposefully help enterprises 
solve their problems. To fulfill this year's task for increasing the province's 
revenue, we gust mainly rely on increasing production. It means we gust arrange 
production according to the needs of the market. In particular, we gust pay attention 
to ¢eveloping short-term products and products urgently needed on tie market. 
Meamhile, we must upgrade the quality of products, strive to reduce consumption, 
improve sales and marketing work, avoid accidents in production, and ensure the work of 
increasing production and practicing econoay. 

The conference aleo put forth specific measures on promoting technological advancement, 
strengthening training of staff and workers, speeding up the transformation of coal, 
and developing collective and individual economy in the urban and rural areas. 

SHANK! COMMENTARY VIEWS PRODUCTION, BCONOHY 

HK241009 Taiyuan Shanxi Provincial Service in Mandarin 2300 GMT 23 Feb 67 

{Station commen : “There Is Great Potential for Increasing Production and 
Practicing Economy” 

[text] Due to firmly grasping reform and business management over the past year, 
enterprises in the province within the budget have further improved their economic 
results, and most of the province's major economic indexes are better than the national 
average. Among the indexes, the province's costs index ranked first among all 
provinces, autonomous regions, and municipalities. Compared with 1985, the output 
value, sales income, the achieved profit and tax, submitted profit and tax, and 
advance repayment on loans of the province's enterprises within the budget have 
increased considerably. However, despite these achievements, we must see clearly that 
the overall energy consumption of the province's industrial and communication 
enterprises for every 10,000 yuan of output value is higher than that for other 
provinces and cities. The circulating funds used by the province's industrial and 
communications enterprises for every 100 yuan of output ‘s higher than the national 
average. 
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their own units, they gust actively carry out 
fon an4 practicing econcey. in particular, 

the activities of “10 savings,” namely saving water, electricity, 
thus will it be possible to help attain the general target of the 

province's industrial and communications front. 
8111 th 112 21. 
ieee Tianjin TIANJIN RIBAO in Chinese 10 Feb 87 pp i-3 

{“Bucerpts” of ceport delivered by Li Suihuen, deputy secretary of the Tianjin 
Municipal CPC Committee and mayor of the aunicipality, at « aobiliszation rally on 
increasing production, practicing econcey, increasing revenues and reducing 
expenditures held by the qunicipal party committes and government on 9 February: 
“Carry Forward the Fine Tradition of Hard Work and Carry Out « Thorough and Extensive 

To Increase Production and Practice Econoay”™ | ! 
is the 12th day of the first month by the lunar calendar. According to 

of eorthern China, the Spring Festival period will sot end until the 15th 
take this opportunity to extend Spring Festival greetings to you comrades, 
D sew achievements and sew progress in the new year and « new situation 

Hi 11101 f 
¢ git Central Committee recentiy decided to leunch « thorough and extensive 

for increasing production, practicing economy, increasing revenues and 
ing expenditures in 11 professions and trades throughout the country in order 
the line, principles and policies adopted at the M Plenary Session of the It 

Central Committee can be implemented comprehensively, that the national econcey of 
country can be brought into an orbit of healthier development, and that the 

situation of stability end wnity can be continuously consolidated and 
loped. The agethod of “taking away firewood from under the cauldron” should be 

te resolutely dampen the swollen atmosphere of inordinately large 
tures. The gunicipal party committ~e and government hold that this is a very 
and complicated task of great significance which will exert «a fairly great 

various quarters of the qumicipality. We should attach great iaportance 
„ take it seriously, work out plans for it meticulously, and step up ites 

ion. We should not only unfailingly fulfill the tasks sssigned by the 
cent ral euthorities, but lee score sore remarkable achievements in Tianjin’s work in 
various fields through this campaign. [paragraph continues) 

l 1 

n 
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purposes in convening such a large-scale rally in this rarely adopted form are to 
t guidelines of the central authorities and the 

arrangesents of 
the 

municipal party committee directly to the grassroots; to are and 
unify the thinking of beckbone leaders at various levels throughout the gunicipality as 

as possible so that they can work in unison; and to build up powerful momentus for 
the people throughout the qunicipality to plunge into the campaign to increase 
production and practice economy, increase revenues, and reduce expenditures rapidly and 

ra] 
8 2 & 

I. Profoundly Understand the Great Significance 

The current economic situation of China is very good. With the guidance of the party's 
correct line, significant echievements have been scored continuously in the great cause 
of building socialism with Chinese characteristics. Universally acknowledged results 
have been won in reforms, opening to the outside world, and economic construction, and 

have notably improved year after year. At present, the 
and the people live in peace, and a thriving scene is 
of our gunicipality scored outstanding achievements last 

Our industrial output value exceeded WO billion yuan, revenues exceed 5 billion 
and grain output exceeded 1.5 billion kilograms -- all for the first time. In 

we changed the stagnation which had lasted 
earned $1.257 billion. We also opened up « new situation in urban 

° of the central ring road to traffic created 
benefits. Construction of the outer ring road 
been built. The civil gasification project was 

completed 1 and 1/2 years shead of schedule, and the gas supply rate reached 70 
percent. The 12 major teste siming at improving the people's living standards were 
fulfilled satisfactorily, the people's living standards in urban and rural areas were 
brought up to a new level, markets were thriving, and commodity prices were relatively 
stable. New progress was made in building the socialist spiritual civilization; 
encouraging achievements were won in science and technology, education, culture, 
health, press, publication and sports; literary and art stages were flourishing; and 
good plays and new performers came forth one another in large numbers to enrich the 
people's cultural lives. Party style and social conduct were further improved, and the 
people throughout the eunicipelity felt spirited and happy. in short, the municipality 
was able to asintain a good sites ton of political stability and economic prosperity, 
and a good trend of making progress vigorowly and blazing new trails continuously. 

This is the main trend of the e. situation as well as the foundation for making 
advances successfully. However, a stion which merits our attention is that unstable 
factors are still hidden and problems in need of urgent solution exist in the entire 
course of economic construction. As far as the whole nation concerned, such problems 
as undue expansion of the scale of investment, undue increases in consumption, and low 
economic results have not yet been effectively solved. Thus, some difficulties in the 
financial and banking field still exist. One of the important : % for causing such 
a situation is that under the excellent situation, some of our comrades are hotheaded 
and are eager to greatly, quickly, and comprehensively develop the economy, although 
the economic atmosphere is inflated. For this reason, the scale of investment in fixed 
assets is increasingly expanding and expenses in aii fields are increasing. Such « 
situation will have a certain influence over the sustained and stable development of 
the national economy. 

Comrade Xiaoping pointed out recently: Our mistakes made over the past several years 
were due to our being divorced {rca the actual conditions of China in seeking unduly 
high and urgent development. ihis summation is of extremely profound significance. we 
have met with several setbecks since the founding of the PRC. [paragraph continues) 
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One of the important reasons is that we do not clearly understand the basic situation 
of the sation but are constantly impatient in demanding perfection in formulating 
guiding principles. The Great Leap Forward of 1958 and the leap forward to the West 
launched in 1978 were caused precisely because of this. This has set forth « task of 
keen importance for us. If we lower our guard toward the current trend of hotheadedly 
setting unduly urgent demands and let it spread unchecked, sew economic dislocations 
and chaos will certainly emerge and we will be forced to make another big 
readjustment. Now the party Central Committee has timely placed this problem before 
the party end all people of the nation and has stipulated leunching « nationwide 
campaign of increasing production, practicing economy, increasing revenue, and reducing 
expenses to compress the overheated atmosphere, to carry forward the fine tradition of 
the party, to steadily push forward economic construction with initiative, and to have 
the excellent situation realised since the M Plenary Session of the lith CPC Central 
Committee be consolidated and continously developed. 

As far as Tianjin concerned, over the past few years the control over the scale of 
investment in fixed assets carried out by the central aeuthorities are sirrored to 
varying degrees. Periicularly, under the influence of the overheated atmosphere, some 
comrades have become increasingly indifferent with regard to the thinking of building 
up the country through arduous labor, diligence, and frugality; the work style of 
waste, ¢..favagance, end spending without restraint has become increasingly serious; 
and many unhealthy and worrisome tendencies have emerged. For instance, some people 
speak and act for money, do all things for money, and refuse to do what should be done 
without goney. They establish relations with other people on the basis of money. For 
instance, some people go in for ostentation and extravagance and try to fleunt their 
wealth although they are poor in reality. With extravagant ways, some people set 
increasingly higher demands for decorating their offices, and their cars become sore 
and more luxurious. The masses have said: Plant heads take “Bluebirds,” although the 
plants are emall. For instance, some people engage in lavish dining and wining and 
foster the habit of giving dinners with both domestic and foreign guests invited. 
Banquets are given in the name of both starting and concluding a project. Meetings are 
held in names of various descriptions, such as appraisal meetings, exhibition meetings, 
study and discussion meetings, and plant ceicbration meetings. Banquets are given 
whenever meetings are convened. Even foreign rich men and businessmen are astonished 
at the increasingly higher scale and standards of banquets. For instance, some people 
practice formalise and flourishes by paying more lip service instead of doing solid 
work. There are increasingly more varieties of invitation cards, such as colored, 
gilded, perfumed, and melody invitation cards. An invitation card costs 3 or 4 yuan. 
Several hundred cards of euch kinds are issued at a time. They do not hesitate to 
waste public funds but only seek honor for themselves. For example, some have made 
tours with public funds to famous mountains and large rivers and places of historic 
interest and scenic beauty in the south during the winter or in the north during 
summer. They never care for how much money they spent, as along as they had «a 
wonderful time. Some try hard in vying to go abroad. They talk in a big way of the 
necessity for their tour before gaining approval in order to obtain the opportunity. 
They aleo talk in a big way, particularly after their return, and spend much money 
without benefiting their professional work. They have learned many things of no use 
from the outside and nothing useful. Thus, they have been regarded as “three Western” 
cadres just because they have brought back Western styles, Western airs, and Western 
manners. Meanwhile, they often mention foreign countries while having conversations as 
if the bald heads of foreigners are brighter than Chinese light bulbs. Some have even 
seriously lost their personal dignity and the dignity of the country in order to enjoy 
Western bed taste, to obtain Western goods, and to earn foreign exchange. For example, 
some have caused losses to the state and the masses through embezzlement by taking 
advantage of their professions and by collaborating with each other and mutually making 
things convenient. Some units have tried hard to upgrade their levels and to increase 
the wunder of their organs and staffers. [paragraph continues) 
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As a result, they have become overstaffed, are full of excess organs, mutually dispute 
over trifles, and have caused low working efficiency. Some have used public offices 
for private gain by violating the law and discipline, manufactured imitation goods, 
conducted speculation in business, and have made false claims for wages and bonuses by 
presenting false name lists of staff members and workers. Some have even committed the 
crimes of accepting and offering bribes, embezzling funds, and seeking personal gain by 
conducting fraudulent purchase and sales. Thus, a large number of people have blindly 
wrapped themselves in an advanced living standard and stressed large-scale 
consumption. They have totally maintained an advanced living standard in spite the 
state of economic conditions. Thus they have held wedding parties and funeral services 
in a big way and given a iarger and larger volume of gifts to others. All this has 
resulted in a new-style “movement" of mutually emulating luxurious style, learning 
ostentation and extravagance from top to bottom, catching up with the modern style in 
doing everything, and providing encouragement via the mass mecia for seeking these 
walpractices. 

Comrades: By no means should we underestimate the negative results caused by these 
malpractices, which are actually evil omens and have brought serious damage to the 
party and its prestige among the people. They have also brought serious damage to 
sccial morale and benefited a number of people who have given up the traditional 
virtues of the Chinese nation in upholding the principle of working industriously. 
They have adversely affected tie relationship between the cadres and the masses and 
dampened the enthusiasm of a vast number of people. We may state that without blocking 
these malpractices, we may lose the people's trust and our capabiflity of issuing calls 
to the people, it will be very hard for us to maintain the laboriously-created 
political situation of stability and unity; and we may even lose such a situation again. 

On a long-term basis, the movement of improving the hotheaded ideas of economic 
construction, practicing economy, advocating waging arduous struggle, and building up 
the county through thrift and hard work have especially important significance. During 
the current period of replacing the old cadres with the new, there are a large number 
of veteran comrades who have retreated from their leading posts and a large number of 
middle-aged and young cadres who have taken up leadership. All of these are natural 
events in history and represent the fact that we have plenty of successors for our 

revolutionary cause and that our revolutionary cause is flourishing. After taking up 
their leading work, the majority of middle-aged and young cadres have boldly pioneered 
the road of advance; have been careful in doing their work; have made contributions to 

conducting reforms, enforcing the policy of opening to the outside world to enliven the 
domestic economy, and to building the to civilizations; and have been trusted by the 
masses. However, we must clearly note that compared to the elderly revolutionaries, 
young cadres in the new historic period have the following obviously weak points: 
First, they have no experience gained in wars and lack the capability of dealing with 
abrupt accidents and difficult problems. They cannot do as the veteran cadres did in 
keeping calm amid change and in a danger, having the situation well in hand, and in 
directing their work in a calm manner. Second, they have never been experienced in 
arduous life. Therefore, it is hard for them to know well the arduous task of doing 
pioneering work because they have not been brought up during difficult period. It is 
very easy for them to commit the malpractices of spending money extravagantly and 
stressing luxurious styles. 

Third, they run into a reform period in which the commodity economy is being developed 
in a planned manner, attention is being paid to managing things according to economic 

laws, and the practice of distribution according to work is being promoted. 
Doubtlessly, this is great progress. Owing to the fact that our young cadres have 
failed to deeply understand the party's fine traditions, they are easily confused by 
money. Fourth, they run into a situation of opening to the outside world. [paragraph 
continues } 
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This has created conditions for broadening our field of vision and enabling us to study 
foreign advanced technology and experiences in management. However, decadent bourgeois 
things will also come along and will poison the people. If we lower our vigilance, 
bourgeois ultra-individualism and the decadent ideology and work style of pursuing 
personal interests at the expense of otters, trying to cheat or outwit one another, and 
spending extravagantly will run rampant ad some persons will easily be tainted with 
bourgeois liberalism. Many of the phenomena which I have mentioned above have existed 
among the young cadres. Comrades may imagine what would happen to the future and 
destiny of our party and the country and what the results would be in the proletarian 
cause pioneered by the older generation if our young cadres were to become these kinds 
of persons soon after their assumption of office. This merits our deep consideration. 
Comrade Xiaoping once pointed out sincerely: “The most important thing for young and 
middle-aged cadres to do is to take over the veteran comrades’ heroic spirit of 
upholding the orientation of the revolutionary struggle.” This campaign on increasing 
production and practicing economy is aimed at dampening the overheated atmosphere and 
creating extremely good conditions for restoring and promoting the fine tradition of 
hard work and arduous struggle. We hope that all comrades who are concerned about the 
destiny and future of the country will earnestly practice what they advocate, proceed 
from their own initiative, uphold the party spirit, and foster healthy trends. Young 
cadres in particular should all the more treasure this opportunity to make up for what 
they have lost, and do a good job in taking over the spirit of working hard, performing 
one’s official duties honestly, working selflessly for the public interest, and showing 
concern for the country and the people. They should not disappoint the party's great 
trust and the people's wishes. 

II. Resolutely Adopt Effective Measures 

In accordance with the demands of the central authorities, except for the expenditures 
on giving subsidies for nonstaple foodstuffs, other spending should all be reduced by 
10 percent on the basis of last year's figure. In addition, it is necessary to buy 
bonds to support key construction projects and power projects. It is really a major 
matter to curtail such a large sum within a year. Judging from the results of this 
work, there will be three possible situations: First, it may be impossible for us to 
curtail the funds; second, a disorderly situation may occur in the course of 
curtailment; and third, we may witness a proportional, long-term and stable economic 
development trend, a progressive and enterprising spirit, and a good party style and 
general mood of society. Our purpose of convening this rally is to strive to avoid the 
first and second situations and to achieve the third. Through study, the municipal 
party committee and government have decided to adopt four measures to cut down the 
number of projects, to curtail operating funds, to increase revenue, and to borrow some 
money from the lower levels. 

1. We should resolutely cut down on the number of projects, guard against a 
soft-hearted attitude, and stop the construction of all unnecessary projects. 

Over the past few years, our municipality has adopted many strict measures to control 
the scope of investment in fixed assets. However, the trend of setting up new 
establishments still exists. There is a great demand for building nonproductive 
projects; many projects are unnecessary and beyond our financial capacity. We should 
be determined to cut down on these projects. This year we should stop the construction 
of all office buildings, auditoriums, and hotels whose construction has not yet 
started, regardless of whether they are covered or not covered by the budget. Projects 
that are especially needed must be reported to the departments concerned for approval. 
As for those projects that have already been initiated, we should also reduce their 
size and standards. Over the past 2 years some units have built many office buildings 
of bigger size and with more luxurious decorations. [paragraph continues] 
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This does not conform with our national strength and does not match the status of these 
units. Certainly this will arouse the people s strong discontent. We should strictly 
control such practices. In order to solve the problems regarding inequality between 
hardship and happiness, from now on we must set up rules and redefine standards for 
using offices. Rent must be added for the offices that exceed the standards. la line 
with the requirements of streamlining organizations, it is necessary to make 
redistributions. Productive projects, including newly built and technological 
tranformation projects, should comprehensively be sorted out. Genrally speaking, the 
situation in this regard is good. However, owing to our failure to conduct feasible 
studies, the scale of civil construction of some projects is overexpanded, the 
construction period of some projects is unduly long, the production conditions of some 
projects are uncoordinated, and some score poor economic results. This year we sust 
stop the construction of projects without product orientation or ready markets, 
projects whose energy resources and raw materials are not ensured, and projects that 
cannot earn a large sum of money or pay back their loans upon completion. From now on 
we must strictly control the construction of projects to expand production through 
adding equipment, workshops, and productive forces. We must adopt methods of 
readjusting structures, renewing equipment, upgrading technologies, and “emptying the 
cage to change birds“ to make the scale of civil construction become one of the 
important conditions for starting a project and to reduce the scale of civil 
construction to a ini. The units that are undertaking projects which are necessary 
but exceed our current financial capacity must be mobilized to try by every possible 
means to eliminate difficulties and postpone construction. Some of such projects can 
be reserved for delayed construction, while some can be constructed by different stages 
through reducing their construction scale. At present, the capital construction front 
is considerably wasteful in areas ranging from design to construction. Waste occurs 
because of high standards for design, big insurance coefficients, many unnecessary 
decorations, poor construction quality, and serious materials losses. Solving these 
problems is an important link in increasing production and practicing economy. Thus, 
we must adopt effective measures to reduce the scale of construction, to lower the 
standards for construction, to cut down on construction costs, and to undertake overall 
consolidation. Projects which are under construction should be reexamined. Projects 
whose construction has not yet start-d should strictly be checked. The Planning 
Commission and the Building Commission should set up rules and set standards as soon as 
possible, while relevant departments should give coordinated assistance and organize 
special forces to inspect the projects one after another. 

2. Reasonably balance the proportional relations on the basis of not arbitrarily 
stopping construction projects but ensuring key projects. 

The goals of suppressing the scale of capital contruction and reducing expenses are to 
maintain a sustained, steady, and coordinated economic development and to further 
balance the relations between reform and construction, between capital construction and 
production, and between production and livelihood. la order to realize coordinated 
development, we must not arbitrarily suppress the scale of construction but ust ensure 
that the scale of construction should be suppressed. We must neither conduct nor 
suppress construction projects in a rushed manner, but should concentrate efforts on 
ensuring the construction of a group of key projects. Principles for ensuring key 
construction projects are as follows: First, eliminate prominent weak links in the 
national economy. If we fail to firmly grasp the construction of projects of thi- 
kind, it will be impossible to live a good life. Second, lay a foundation and upgre se 
the quality. If we fail to firmly grasp the construction of the projects of such 
types, our reserve strength for further development will be affected. Third, grasp the 
projects which are urgently needed in the people's livelihood. If we fail to firmly 
grasp the construction of such projects, the people's enthusiasm will greatly be 
dampened. [paragraph continues) 
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For instance, the 200,000-kilovolt generating set of the Junliangcheng Power Plant and 
the expansion and reconstruction of the First Power Station are key projects to 
alleviate the municipality's strained electricity power situation. If these projects 
are not completed, the overall situation of the national economy and the people's 
livelihood will be affected. The first stage of the outer ring road project and the 
reconstruction of the eastern railway station are of great significance in upgrading 
the functions of the municipality, in improving the investment environment, and in 
ensuring the long-term development of the municipality's national economy. Such 13 
industrial capital construction and reconstruction projects as the reconstruction of 
the Tianjin Soda Plant are necessary projects to develop “three types” of economy, to 
upgrade technological levels, and to strengthen reserve strength for development. The 
construction of farm and sideline product bases, residences, and water supply projects 
and the expansion of the three major hospitals are matters directly related to stable 
and reliable sources of urban residents’ nonstaple foodstuffs and matters related to 
the urgent demands of the people's livelihood. Another example is that the 
construction of a college of science and engineering, Zhongde training center, and 
projects for building and rebuilding a group of primary and middle schools are programs 
of vital importance to develop education, cultivate skilled persons, and upgrade the 
quality of all people of the municipality. If we do not make up our minds to ensure 
the construction of these projects, it will possibly create a passive situation in 
which production is restricted, there is no reserve strength for development, and the 
people will find no way for advance. Thus, leaders at all levels must clearly 
understand this situation, bravely make the necessary sacrifices for developing the 
overall situation, conscientiously ensure that some projects are properly ensured while 
some are stopped, and have a guarantee for continm:ously maintaining the trend of making 
all undertakings keep forging ahead. 

3. We should cut down expenses, oppose waste, and establish good common practices. 

Over the past few years our municipality has greatly increased its expenditures in 
administrative operating funds, and the growth rate has been higher than that of 
financial revenue. Resolutely cutting down on expenditures in this field is not just 
an economic issue. It will also help promote further improvements in the party style 
and social habits. To solve this, we should rely on ideological education on the one 
hand, and strictly control expenditures and establish and perfect rules and regulations 
on the other. The gunicipal party committee and government have reiterated the 
following ten regulations: 

A. It is forbidden to violate the regulations ow giving parties and sending gifts, and 
to waste public funds for lavish winning and dining. 

B. It is forbidden to arbitrarily issue bonuses and articles. 

C. It is forbidden to violate discipline and set up small treasuries. 

D. It is forbidden to spend public funds on sightseeing or to use public funds in a 
disguised form. 

E. It is forbidden to ask for traditional fees from enterprises or to export money 
from them in a disguished form. 

F. It is necessary to strictly control the standards for entertaining domestic and 
foreign guests. All essential receptions and banquets must be simplified. 
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G. It is necessary to strictly control such activities as holding opening ceremonies, 
cutting ribbons to mark the completion of a project, and holding victory and 
commendatiion meetings, and to resolutely stop practicing formalisa. 

. It is necessary to control institutional purchasing power. The purchase of small 
cars and expensive office supplies must be examined and approved by the responsible 
departments and be strictly grasped according to regulations. 

I. It is necessary to strictly control the travel of groups and delegations. Except 
for economic, technological, and trade talks and some essential foreign contacts, all 
delegations should be halted. 

J. It is necessary to strictly control the establishment of additional organs, the 
expansion of organ size, and the upgrading of organs. From now on, personnel size 
should be frozen. 

The above 10 regulations should be strictly enforced. Violators will be called to 
account and be strictly handled. 

4. We should increase revenue, tap potentials, and achieve a sustained and stable 
development trend. 

In the campaign for increasing production and practicing economy, we should reduce 
expenditures and increase revenue. If we exert efforts to pare expenses and increase 
revenues, we will be able to fu fill the curtailment task which the central authorities 
have entrusted to us. Our municipality has great potential in production, 
construction, circulation, and in increasing production and revenue. There are 
disparities in our economic and technological targets as compared with some advance 
localities. These disparities constitute our potentialities which will bring 
beneficial results if we tap them. Thc production set-up of some of our trades are 
backward; they cannot meet domestic and foreign market demands and lack strong 
competitiveness. We will achieve great beneficial results if we readjust the structure 
of trades and the product mix, and produce marketable goods of high grade and good 
quality that can increase their value and have a strong capacity to earn foreign 
exchange in line with the orientation of developing an open, export-oriented, and light 
processing-type economy. Over the past few years we have spent several billion yuan on 
technological transformation and have scored great achievements. It will be another 
great beneficial result if we base things on the present achievements to further 
increase the proportion of products that are up to the required standards, for such a 
move will help us form a group of new productive forces and enable us to earn revenue 
of more than 1 billion or several million yuan. At present, some of the stockpiled 
products are not absolutely unnecessary in the markets. Their stockpiling is caused by 
our failure in actively opening up a market. Only by strengthening cooperation between 
the industrial and commercial sectors, promoting purchases and sales in other 
localities, expanding exports, and invigorating the circulation channels can we earn 
handsome revenues. We have great potential in operation and management. Some 
enterprises lack an operational ideology, fail to pay attention to studying market 
situations, take blind action in production, and cause the stockpiling of goods and 
losses. Many enterprises are backward in management and weak in their basic management 
in particular. They are lax in discipline, poor in product quality, great in material 
consumption, and high in production costs. They fail to institute a definite award and 
penalty system. As long as the responsible departments and the grass-roots leaders are 
determined to solve these problems, we will achieve great economic results with a small 
investment. The work of increasing production and tapping potential should be 
undertaken by enterprises and workers. As long as we deepen enterprise reform, do a 
good job in fulfilling contracts and distribution, and mobilize the enthusiasm of 
enterprises and workers, we will be able to fulfill the task of increasing production 
and revenues. 
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ZII. Fully Rely on the Vast Number of People 

Whether we can make a success in the movement of increasing production and practicing 
economy and whether we can accomplish the task of increasing incomes and curtailing 
spending ultimately depends on our efforts made in mobilizing the vast number of 
people. Only wy having the people throughout the municipality unite as one and wage 
struggle can we certainly overcome all difficulties and win overall victory in the 
movement. Therefore, rapidly mobilizing the people throughout the municipality through 
effectively conducting the work and bringing into full play the initiative, enthusiasa, 
and creativeness of the people represent an important task undertaken by the leading 
personnel at all levels and a key problem that gust be first dealt with in the movement 
as a whole. 

Respecting the people's position as masters, depending on the wisdom and strength of 
the masses, overcoming difficulties, and creating professional achievements represent a 
basic viewpoint of Marxism. The most profound basis of our confidence in the 
revolution, our strength in making progress, and of our wisdom exists among the 
people. Being divorced from the masses, we cannot move a single step; relying on the 
mass, we will be invincible. Over the past few years all municipal achievements, such 
as making progress in various undertakings, tremendous changes in the city's 
appearance, and achieving a turn for the better in social morale, have resulted from 
the industrious labor work done by the vast number of people and from the unity and 
struggle launched by them. Facts have again proven that the vast number of people 
throughout the municipality have been high in consciousness, full of wisdom, and 
sufficient in working strength. They have always been the backbone for the party and 
the government. They have always regarded as their honorary spirit their efforts to 
unite as one in making progress, to pioneer the road of advance, and to conduct 
self-respect, self-trust, and self-improvement. The people's high spirit, their 
inspired morale, courage to overcome difficulties, and the will to make China 
prosperous have already become the precious mental wealth sutually raised by the people 
throughout the municipality. Our glorious achievements in the past were scored by 
relying on the masses, and our tasks in the new historic period will be carried out 
also by relying on them. In carrying the movement of increasing production and 
practicing economy, leading comrades at all levels must unswervingly believe in the 
masses and truly rely on them so as to enable the broad masses of staff members and 
workers to truly become the masters of the movement. 

The issue of how to bring into fullest or reasonable play the socialist enthusiasm of 
the vast number of people represents a test for the work done by the leading personnel 
at all levels. In engaging in the practice of carrying out long-term revolution and 
construction, our party has accumulated and summed up a whole set of precious 
experiences of mobilizing or relying on the masses to foster unity, to overcome 
difficulties, to defeat the enemies, and to win victories. Of course, the party also 
committed some mistakes and suffered from learning lessons in correctly bringing into 
play the people's enthusiasm during certain periods. Therefore, we should be good at 
summing up both positive and negative experiences; orienting our party's mass line, 
fine tradition, and successful work methods toward the movement of increasing 
production and practicing economy; developing the line, tradition, and methods by 
bearing in mind the situation in the new historic period; and making something new in 
these lines, traditions, and methods. 

We should deeply do a good job in conducting mobilization work to enable the broad 
masses of staff members and workers to exert their highest political enthusiasm in the 
movement. Ef forte should be made to adopt ways and means to vigorously, deeply, and 
meticulously publicize the importance of increasing production and practicing economy 
and of increasing incomes and curtailing spending so as to enable the movement in this 
regard to be a focus about which the people throughout the municipality. 
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It is also necessary for us to create a social climate in which “increasing production 
and practicing economy are glorious, and indulging in waste and extravagance is 
shame.“ Efforts should be made to totally and clearly present to the masses the 
situation, tasks, favorable conditions, and difficulties encountered by the units, as 
well as the determination and plans formulated by the leading personnel so as to arouse 
the masses to offer <heir opinions and methods for studying or formulating concrete 
measures to fulfill various plans; and to divide the large target into small ones so as 
to enable them to be easily implemented by the workshops and individuals. By launching 
a powerful political campaign, we should enable the broad masses of staff members and 
workers to discern that the movement of increasing production and practicing economy is 
closely related to their own interests and that fulfilling the tasks of increasing 
production and practicing economy is their unshirkable duty. 

We must enrich the campaign of increasing production and practicing econosy with real 
content in order to ensure its development in a profound, sustained, and solid manner. 
At present we should concentratively mobilize and organize the masses to achieve work 
in the following four fields: First, oppose waste and practice economy. With the 
focus on reducing expenses, lowering the consumption of raw materials, and reducing 
production costs, we should mobilize the masses to expose contradictions, lay bare 
problems, set forth measures, and plug loopholes in order to strictly practice 
economy. We must vigorously advocate among the masses a campaign of saving every kwh 
of electricity, every drop of water, each and every jin of coal, and each and every 
inch of steel; and a campaign of repairing the old, utilizing wastes, and turning 
wastes into treasure. The vast number of staff members and workers should play the 
role of supervising the financial work, and have the right to curb the expenses used in 
violation of the regulations and the right to appeal such kinds of cases to the higher 
courts. Second, tap potentials and advocate revenue increases. The vast number of 
staff members and workers should be guided to use their brains, to pool the wisdos of 
collectives, and to adopt effective and feasible methods to create advanced products, 
to be excellent, to upgrade the quality of products, and to tap economic results. 411 
trades and professions should continue launching the activities among the staff and 
workers of “everyone donating 100 yuan and striving to make more contributions.” 
Third, conduct innovation and tackle difficult problems. Such mass activities as 
making rational suggestions, technological innovations, and making inventions and 
creations should be restored and extensively carried out. We should enthusiastically 
encourage the masses to make rational suggestions. Their suggestions should be 
conscientiously studied and firmly implemented. Never are we allowed to dampen the 
enthusiasm of the vast number of staff and workers just because we are slack in our 
work. Fourth, lay a foundation and grasp management. We should rely on the vast 
number of staff and workers to consciously grasp the basic links in the production, 
management, operations, and scientific and technological work fields in an effort to 
lay a reliable foundation for conducting the campaign of increasing production and 
practicing economy. At present we should pay special attention to strengthening the 
construction of work teams and groups. The party, governments, trade unions, and CYL 
organizations must go right to the front line to give assistance to the work of teams 
and groups. The business accounting of work teams and groups must be strengthened, and 
bonuses to workshops and work teams and groups must be redistributed. Through this 
campaign, a firm and solid foundation must be laid for work teams and groups. 

We should vigorously launch a mass labor competition campaign in order to ensure that 
the campaign of increasing production and practicing economy will be carried out 
vividly, lively, and dramatically. Various forms of competitive activities sust 
enthusiastically be launched among units, trades, workshops, work teams and groups, and 
staff members and workers. Simultaneously, we must advocate and support competition 
between policymakers and managers. [paragraph continues) 
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Competitive activities must be linked with economic responsibility systems of various 
kinds and the bonus distribution system on the premise of defining conditions and 
standards for examination, comparison, and assessment. Winners deserve proper honors 
and material rewards. We must sum up experiences, foster typical examples, and commend 
the advanced so that the people will have fine examples to follow, targets to compete 
with, and goals to attain. 

Comrades, the working class in our Tianjin, with a high degree of class awareness and a 
glorious revolutionary tradition, has made outstanding contributions to revolutionary 
causes during wartime and the socialist construction period. The municipal party 
committee and government believe that the 2.7 million workers throughout the 
gunicipality will certainly bring their role as a main force into full play in the 
course of the campaign of increasing production and practicing economy, and will be 
able to use their forces and wisdom to create new outstanding achievements and to make 
new achievement. 

The vast number of peasants throughout the municipality have the noble quality of 
taking the whole situation into consideration and bravely making contributions. Over 
the past few years, through conscientiously implementing the principle of “serving the 
cities and making the peasants rich,” they have made efforts to support urban 
construction and have made due contributions to consolidating the excellent situation 
of the whole municipality. The municipal party committee and government hope that the 
vast number of peasants will continue carrying forward the Chinese peasants’ special 
spirit of working diligently and arduously, practicing strict economy, being like the 
foolish old man who removed the sountains, and building their hometowns by themselves 
in order to make new achievements and create a new situation in the campaign for 
increasing production and practicing economy. 

The vast number of intellectuals in the gsunicipality are diligently and conscientiously 
working all fronts. Their roles have become increasingly important. Each and every 
achievement of Tianjin is composed of their hard work and painstaking efforts. The 
gunicipal party committee and government hope that the vast number of intellectuals 
throughout the municipality will be further inspire’ with enthusiasm, bring into full 
play their intelligence and wisdom, and display their skills to the fullest and create 
new achievements in this campaign. 

The PLA units stationed in Tianjin, the Tianjin Garrison District, public security 
departments, and armed police units are always fighting side by side and share weal and 
woe with the people of Tianjin, bravely step forward to beat heavy burdens at each and 
every important moment, and have made special achievements ia our municipality's two 
civilizations. The municipal party committee and the municipal government believe that 
vast number of commanders and fighters will certainly maintain iheir fine traditions, 
further win much honor, and create new achievements in this campaign. 

The vast number of youths and women throughout the municipality, with vitality and the 
spirit of forging ahead, are a most vigorous force to build a new Tianjin. The 
municipal party committee and government hope that the vast number of youths and women 
will fully understand the roles they are playing and the missions they are undertaking, 
and will study hard and work diligently to bring into full play their roles as a shock 
brigade and “holding up half the sky” and to create excellent achievements in this 

campaign. 

Cadres, Communist Party members, CYL members, model workers, advanced workers and 
activists are the intermediate forces in the municipality's socialist construction. 
{paragraph continues} 
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The @unicipal party committee and government hope that they will better play a key 
exemplary role and a role of a bridge in this campaign; that they will play an 
exemplary role and rush to bear heavy loads on fronts with difficulties; that they will 
put others’ material interests shead of their own; that they will persist in principles 
in front of various unhealthy trends and bravely wage struggles against these trends; 
and that they will do exemplary deeds to unite and lead the masses of people in jointly 
making advances. 

Comrades! With such a good situation and with such fine masses as a basis, Tianjin 
will certainly be able to create a better situation. An excellent situation and fine 
people are the most important and advantageous conditions for eliminating difficulties 
and scaling new heights. Only when we fully use these conditions will the situation of 
Tianjin certainly become gore vivid and the work of the gunicipality in all fields will 
certainly be upgraded to a new level. 

IV. Conscientiously Strengthen Organizational Leadership 

In 1987, we must concentrate efforts on grasping two great matters — suppressing the 
economic atmosphere and opposing bourgeois liberalism in the political field. The 
party Central Committee has formulated a series of important instructions with regard 
to opposing bourgeois liberalise. We must resolutely implement thes. The Communist 
Party members throughout the sunicipality, particularly party-member leading cadres, 
must clearly understand the nature and long-term significance of the struggle against 
bourgeois liberalism, and must have a firm and clear-cut stand to be in the forefront 
of this struggle. la strict accordance with the requirements of the central 
authorities, the struggle should be limited to the party and the political and 
ideological field. The rural areas are not to carry out this struggle. Emphasis sust 
be placed on questions regarding fundamental political principles and political 
orientation. Other fronts should conduct positive education instead of conducting 
struggle. In conducting struggle, we should pay attention to not launching a political 
movement or repeating previous “leftist” erroneous sethods. The sunicipal party 
committee hopes that party and government leading cadres at all levels throughout the 
gunicipality will undertake careful organization and will make unified arrangements for 
grasping the two great matters this year, will remain sober-minded, will be good at 
control ling the situation, and will carry out their work with a high degree of 
responsible spirit. 

I. Departments under the party committees and the people's governments should conduct 
their work in line with the movement of increasing production and practicing econ. 

The movement of increasing production and practicing economy end of increasing incomes 
and curtailing spending is the focus of 1987 economic work and also is the focus of the 
entire party e work. Making a success in this work not only requires the departments 
in charge of economic and comprehewnsive work to make all-out efforts in fulfilling 
their tasks by being responsible, but also requires all departments under the party 
committees and the people's governments to concentrate on developing the social 
productive forces in line with the focus of economic construction and to carry out 
their own work to a better extent in line with the movement of increasing production 
and practicing economy. 

Departments in charge of propaganda work should vigorously publicize the long-ters 
importance of the sovement by making full use of the means of mass media, commend 
advanced individuals and deeds, conduct criticism against malpractices, and should 
continuously encourage the people to work hard and to make gore contributions. 
[paragraph continues) 
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materials and continuously improve the disciplines and provisions concerned by 
the actual situation. All in all, various departments should know well 

their own dut and tasks while launching the movement and realistically do a good job 
in conducting their professional work by bearing in mind the center of economic 
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construction and integrating their work with the center. Efforts should be made to 
make a success of the movement and to resolutely refrain from “sharing the same bed but 
dreaming different dreams.” 

2. A good job should be done in having the leading organs set examples in the movement. 

The action of the leadership denotes a silent order, and “examples set by leaders also 
can make the work go shead without giving an order.” If leading organs have fostered a 
correct work style, their commanding will be effective. Making a success in 

ing leading organs to set examples in work represents an important content of 
building a fine work style and also represents an important link of exercising 
effective leadership over the movement of increasing production and practicing economy. 

Leadership means service. Over the past few years we have achieved an obvious turn for 
the better in the organs’ work style, strengthened service work, and have upgraded our 
working efficiency because of our better attention to building a fine work style among 
the organs. However, we gust note that the phenomenon in which “the people seldom 
enter the door, see smiling faces, and get their affairs done there” still generally 
exists. The malpractices of putting off official work, shifting responsibility onto 
others, conducting the odyssey of official papers, and not seeking practical effect are 
still serious. On many occasions, the leading organs have not better served the 
grase-roots level units and the masses. If we leave such a situation unchecked, it 
will become the obstacle of the movement of increasing production and practicing 
economy. Here, we should earnestly point out that leading organs at or above the 
district-county-bureau level must enhance their concept of rendering services, delve 
into reality, and go deep into the grass-roots level unite and the masses to help 
enterprises overcome their difficulties. All comrades in these organs should actually 
go into action to ensure smooth progress among the links of the movement of increasing 
production and practicing economy. 

Leadership means bearing hardships. This implies two meanings. One is to have the 
idea of hard work, and the other is to have a hard-working work style. There is no 
doubt that comrades of our leading organs have worked hard over the past few years and 
have achieved remarkable results. However, we also notice that some comrades have 

loped the idea of seeking ease and comfort and fearing hardships, which is 
reflected in our work as improvisation, perfunctoriness, always look busy, but actually 
they do not use their winds. [paragraph continues) 
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J. We should <trenathen and improve ideological and political wort. 

therefore should be + :nscientiously strengthened and invigorated during this campaign. 
Party organizations and administrative leading organs should attach greater importance 
to the work directly related to the people, arouse their initiative, snd guarantee the 
fulfillment of the various tasks for increasing production and practiciug econcay with 
truly effective ideological and political work. They should cultivate a generation of 
new people with lofty ideals, moral integrity, education, and « sense of discipline 
dur ing this campaign. 

Ideological and political work should be focused on increasing production and 
practicing economy. We should pay attention to the new problems and new situations 
emerging in this campaign in a timely manner and have an accurate grasp of the masses’ 
feelings and ideas so as to carry out ideological and political work successfully with 
a definite object in view. We should encourage the masses of staff members and workers 
to combine the fighting goals of the state and Tianjin Municipality and enterprises, 
and take the initiative in attaining the goals. After this, based on the specific 
conditions of enterprises, we should gradually establish « spirit of enterprise to 
unite the staff members and workers. 

Ideological and political work should be focused on arousing the staff and workers’ 
sense of responsibility as being the masters. Party organizations and propaganda 
departments at all levels and the mass media should adopt various measures to give wide 
publicity to the historical missions, glorious traditions, current tasks, and 
enterprising spirit of the working class, and boost the enthusiase of staff members and 
workers so that they will take the initiative in working hard with ease to realize 
their own fighting goals. 

Ideological and political work should be focused on correcting the unhealthy trends of 
various trades. [paragraph continues) 
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. Care for the people's livelihood to aske the people satisfied. 

We should wholeheartedly and unewervingly Go solid and good deeds for the masses and 
try our best to conscientiously de th: gasses solve their urgent probless and 
prectical difficulties in an effort to ceaselessly improve #ad upgrade their material 
and cultural life. This is both the starting end ending points of our work, the 
fundamental goal of the party, and « basic experience of Tianjin’s work. Fundamentally 
speaking, our aie in lewnching this caspeign is to ceaselessly improve the people's 
livelihood on the basis of developing production and to aske the people gain more real 
benefits. 
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Generally sepeaking, the people in Tianjin are even-tempered. A 
tust on has been formed in Tianjin in which the government works for the 

and the people put forth strength for the government. However, « emall cusber 
mot satisfied with the situation and have complaints of many kinds. an 110 
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Their complaints can roughly be divided into four categories: First, prices of goods. 
Some people are sot accustomed to facing sormal price fluctuations under commodity 
economy conditions. Simultaneously, the prices of some goods are arbitrarily and 
incautiously raised. We must sever lower our guard in this respect but should strictly 
control the prices of goods im strict accordance with the plan of the central 
authorities. No ite or individuals are allowed to arbitrarily raise goods prices. 
Second, unhealthy practices. The masses were angered long ago at the tendencies of 
some cadres toward waste and extravagance, going in for ostentation and extravagance, 
and abusing taeir power for selfish ends; they hed many complaints about the unhealthy 
trends existing among different trades. Through conducting this campaign, we must 
firmly eliminate unhealthy trends, foster justice, and realize a notable turn for the 
better in party style and social order. 

Third, the distribution of benefits is not reasonable. Under some circumstnaces, 
inequality and notable differences are shown in the people's wages although they have 
exerted equal physical strength and mental labor. Thus, we gust adopt necessary policy 
measures to readjust their wages. Fourth, some debts have not been returned yet and 
some actual difficulties in the people's livelihood still exist. Leaders at all levels 
should keep the people's weal and woe in sind to conscientiously solve the practical 
problems in their livelihood. Rural areas should further achieve the work of 
supporting the poor in order to actually eliminate the people's difficulties and 
worries. We must pay high attention to solving the above-mentioned probleme of four 
categories. Only when leaders care for and intimately understand the masses can the 
masses become satisfied with the situation and can their spirit of making progress and 
enthusiastically continuing to forge ahead which has been formed over the past few 
years be maintained and carried forward. 

The more efforts the messes make to conduct the campaign, the gore we should care for 
their livelihood. Inis is the main idea which leaders must foster in conducting the 
campaign. Leaders should concentrate more efforts and energy on solving the problems 
of immediate concern to canteens for staff and workers, cureeries, health stations, 
public bathhouses, children of staff and workers, and their houses; and should try 
their best to help staff and workers eliminate trouble at home. We should grasp the 
work of increasing production and practicing economy om the one hand and safety 
production on the other hand in order to consciously solve staff and workers’ problem 
such as labor protection, production during sight shift, and fire and theft 

ion. Simultaneously, we should make efforts to arrange sparetime cultural life 
for staff and workers. With concern of the party organizations and leaders, the staff 
and workers will be even-tempered and have prospects and strength even if they suffer 
more bitter hardship or are more tired. 

5. Strengthen theoretical study and upgrade the level of leadership. 

Marxiem is the theoretical basis for the CPC, the world outlook and methodology of 
Cmmmunietse, the theoretical basis for formulating various policies, and the guiding 
‘deology ter conducting socialist modernization. We must understand the basis 
principles ot tte in doing 411 work. Only when we understand these principles can 
we know how to implement the policies, can we grasp the essence of practices instead of 
judging thes by their appearance, can we experience tests, and can we creatively do our 
wort. Our party constantly peye attention to the cadres’ theoretical etudy. Over the 
past few years « oumber of young cadres have aseuwneed leading posts along with the 
readjustment of leading bodies. These comrades actually have many superior qualities 
since they are in the prime of life and have higher cultural and specialized 
knowledge. However, generally speaking, they are comparatively poor in their Marxiet 
theoretical basis due to the fact that they have not systematically etudied the basic 
theory of Marxism and that they are busy in their work after working at leading poste. 
[paragraph continues) 
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Why 4o some comrades fail to understand or adopt proper methods for solving problems of 
aer complications? Why do some comrades possess no subjective viewpoints on 
matters? They constantly accord with others and are easily swayed. Why do some 
„ -wedes only know «a few aspects of « thing instead of thoroughly understanding it? 
» ‘© some comrades do things in a disorderly way? Why do some comrades repeatedly 
es *he same mistakes or fail to infer the rest from what is already known or to 
te necessary — This concentratively illustrates that these young comrades 
do 

leading cadres, in particular, young end 
leading posts just now, sust 

The purpose of studying Marxiss is, in the final analysis, to solve current problems, 
facilitate refors and opening to the outside world, and build socialism with Chinese 
characteristics. Therefore, it is necessary to adhere to the principle of integrating 
theory with practice. The campaign to increase production and practice economy 
represents a battlefield and also a classroom for the masses of cadres. We should bear 
in wind the problems we have encountered during the campaign, the tests we have 
withstood, and the experiences and new things that have emerged when studying Marxist 
theory, understand and explain reality, and transform the objective and the subjective 
world. “Learning without thought is labor lost.” When advocating study, we do not 
@ean to study sechanically but to foster a habit of thinking hard, and a habit of 
studying current problems when conducting arduous study. Because if not so, we will 
mot be le to understand and apply what we have learned. We should conscientiously 
study the actual situations of the country, the municipality, and our own trades and 
wits, and also the new situations and new problems emerging in reform, opening to the 
outside world and reviving the domestic economy. We should use Marxist theory as a 
weapon to discover the law of things and the trend of their development from among the 
large oumber of phenomena, and acquire a stronger sense of adhering to principles in 
work, and foresight and creativity. 

An — method to integrate theory with practice is to earnestly sum up 
Work finished without having its experience summed up is considered only 

half done —— scoring achievements without knowing why, we cannot make progress, 
and kin sistakes without knowing why, there will be no gain in our knowledge. Like 
“a blind person on « blind horse who stands on the edge of a deep pond at midnight,” if 
we only keep ourselves busy and doing work without knowing the purposes, our 
performance will be mediocre even if we can avoid a fall. For this reason, when 
carrying out this campaign, we should greatly advocate the practice of summing up 
experiences. Leading persons at all levels, young and middle-aged ones in particular, 
should establish the habit of summing up experiences in a timely manner, and should 
personally eum up the experiences and lessons of important work. This is to apply what 
they have studied, and to learn in the course of application, and is beneficial for 
thes to give gore correct guidance to their work and to increase their ability. 

Comrades, the bugle call for the campaign to increase production and practice economy 
has been sounded, and the curtain of the battle drawn back. We should actively plunge 
inte the campaign with the Spirit of blazing new trails, making progress with leut 
efforts, and self-respect, self-confidence and self-improvement that the Tianjin people 
have established for many years, and, through thie great practice, make this spirit 
shine gore brightly. Let us ite as one, arouse our spirit, and sewing into action 
under the leadership of the party Central Committee, and make contributions to 
overfulfilling the production and financial tasks assigned by the state, and 
consolidating and developing Tianjin's excellent situation. 
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HEILONGJIANG SECRETARY AT COMMENDATION MEETING 

SK250408 Harbin Heilongjiang Provincial Service in Mandarin 1000 GMT 

[Excerpts] On the morning of 24 February in Harbin, the provincial government held a 
summing-up and conwendation meeting on the construction of the first stage of a special 
radio and television microwave circuit project. The provincial government awarded 13 
advanced collectives and 226 advanced individuals and excellent workers. 

Sun Weiben, secretary of the provincial party committee, attended the meeting. Su 
Xianzhong, secretary general of the provincial government, presided over the meeting. 
(Zhang Fuquan), director of the provincial Radio and Television Department, made a 
summimg-up report on the construction of the project. Jing Bowen, vice governor of the 
province, read the decision of the provincial government and the nameiist of those to 
be awarded. 

The first stage of the province's special radio and television microwave circuit 
project was constructed amid a myriad of difficulties and with a strain on construction 
funds and materials. Microwave circuits of 65 stations were completed in 5 years 
thanks to carrying forward the spirit of building up the country through arduous labor, 
diligence, and frugality. Thus, most of the prefectures, cities, and counties 
throughout the province have microwave stations. The total transmission distance is 
more than 3,800 km; radio coverage is 92 percent; and television coverage is more than 
74 percent. Fifty-one cities and counties are able to receive the programs broadcast 
by the Central Television Station and the provincial television station 
simultaneously. [passage omitted) 

On behalf of the provincial party committee, the provincial government, and 11 people 
of the province, Governor Hou Jie extended greetings to the advanced collectives and 
individuals that have made outstanding contributions to this project and to the 
comrades who took part in and supported the construction of th project. [passage 
omitted] 

Attending the meeting were provincial party and government leading comrades, including 
Chen Lei, Li Jianbai, Chen Yunlin, Wang Feng, Zhang Xiangling, Wang Fei, Chen Yuanzhi, 
He Shoulun, and Jing Bowen. More than 2,500 people attended the meetings in the 
central meeting hall and the branch meeting halls, where the major broadcasting studio 
of the provincial television station and 65 microwave stations of various localities 
were held, respectively. 

LIAONING MILITIA 

SK211142 Shenyang Liaoning Provincial Service in Mandarin 1030 GMT 20 Feb 87 

[Text] After a 4-day session, the Fifth Liaoning Provincial Militia Congress 
successfully concluded in the city of Shenyang on 20 February. During the congress, 
the delegates held warm discussions on how to successfully conduct militia work during 
the new historical period and summed up the fresh experience gained during the period 
since the 34 Plenary Session of the Lith CPC Central Committee by the militia forces 
throughout the province. They also reviewed the marked achievements scoved by the 
militia forces on various fronts in making contributions to building the four 
modernizations and developing militia forces in line with the program of building the 
four modernizations. 
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At the closing ceremony of the congress, Gao \iasheng, deputy political commissar of 
the provincial Military District, read out the awarding decision on behalf of the 
provincial party committee, the provincial people's government, and the provincial 
Military District, and presented honorary banners and prizes to 26 pacesett‘ng units 
and 21 advanced individuals. 

At the congress, Liu Jingsong, commander of the Shengyang Military Region, delivered a 
speech in which he, on behalf of the party committee and leading organs of the Shengang 
Military Region, first extended congratulations on the success of the congress and 
pointed out that since the 3d Plenary Session of the lith CPC Central Committee, 
Liaoning Province has achieved new development and improvements in building of reserve 
forces. 

In his speech, Commander Liu Jingsong stressed: Cfforts should be made to fully 
discern the position and role of the work of building reserve forces during the new 
historical period, to correctly implement the guiding ideology of building militia 
forces during the period, and to do a good job in dealing with four relations. The 
four relations are as follows: 1) A good job should be done in dealing with the 
relationship between the part and the whole, upholding the principle of mobilizing 
militia forces to build the four modernizations, and developing militia forces in line 
with the program of building the four modernizations; 2) a good job should be done in 
dealing with the relationship between quality and quantity and upholding the principle 
of giving priority to quality; 3) a good job should be done in dealing with the 
relationship between general tasks and key tasks and upholding the principle of 
effectively using financial and material sources for practical purposes; 4) a good job 
should be done in dealing with the relationship between immediate and long-term targets 
and unswervingly and successfully laying a good foundation for reserve forces. 

Liu Jingsong urged localities throughout the province to further correct the leading 
relationship over the work of building militia reserve forces under the new situation 
and to achieve new development and improvements in building reserve forces. 

At the congress, Sun Qi, deputy secretary of the provincial party committee, also 
delivered a speech in which he pointed out: In 1987 our province will do a good job in 
grasping the following two major tasks — opposing bourgeois liberalism to restore the 
correct orientation and carrying forward the spirit of waging arduous struggle and 
building up the country through thrift and hard work to launch the movement of 
increasing production and practicing economy and of increasing incomes and curtailing 
spending. The proviscial party committee and the provincial people's government wish 
the broad masses of party-member cadres and militiamen at the People's Armed Forces 
front to play their due role in fulfilling the two major tasks and to make new 
contributions in the future. 

At the closing ceremony of the congress, Chen Chao, director of the Mobilization 
Department under the PLA General Staff Headquarters, also delivered a speech. 

At the congress, the delegates issued a letter of proposal to call on the broad masses 
of militiamen and cadres at the People's Armed Forces front to actively learn from the 
advanced and vie to make contribution; to earnestly learn from pacesetting units nd 
advanced individuals for their good experience, ideas, and work style; to vie to be new 
successors who possess “five loves and “four haves" and to be labor models, advanced 
workers, and model militiamen and militia cadres; to promote steady development in 
building militia reserve forces in the province by carrying out activities of 
erating, learning from, and catching up with the advanced; and to score new and still 
greater achievements in building milita reserve forces. 
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GRAIN PRODUCTION 

$K240450 Shenyang Liaoning Provincial Service in Mandarin 1030 GMT 23 Feb 87 

[Station commentary: "We Should Pay Particular Attention ta Grain Production") 

[Excerpts] Changtu Countys experiences in suming up work to continuously make 
progress, and building up a high-level, high-yielding and stable marketable grain base 
are very good and worthy to be learned from the cadres and people of grain-growing 
areas. Ia the rural economic work for this year, we should, first of all, enhance the 
momentum for agricultural development and grasp grain production firmly and 
successfully. This is an important topic of discussion of the on-going provincial 
rural work conference. Over the past 2 years, a trend of reducing grain production has 
begun to appear in our province. It is characterized by low and unstable output, « 
lack of momentum, the low enthusiase of some peasants for farming, reduced input in 
farmland, a lower level of scientific farming, slack methods for farming, deteriorated 
conditions for agriclultural production and ecological environment, a reduced capacity 
for resisting natural disasters, and slow progress in agricultural sodernization. 
Agriculture is the foundation of the national economy, and grain is the foundation of 
that foundation. Industry in our province occupies a large proportion, and we have 
relied on the state's grain subsidies for many years. Under such circumstances, a 
serious consequence will appear if we slacken efforts in grain production. Therefore, 
to our Liaoning Province, it is all the more significant to always pay attention to 
agriculture and grain production. [passage omitted] 

This year, we should strive to restore our grain output to the level of 1984, a bumper 
harvest year, and make it reach 14.25 million tons. This is an arduous task. Party 
committees and governments at all levels should foster and enhance the idea that 
agriculture is the foundation of the national economy, and should never pay attention 
to agriculture when there is enough food and forget about it when there is not. At 
present, the state and the province have increased their investment in agriculture 
compared with last year. Financial departments of various cities, counties, and 
townships should also try their utmost to increase their investment in agriculture. in 
addition, they should overcome the idea of waiting for, relying on, and asking for 
subsidies, carry forward the spirit of arduous struggle, and adopt various measures to 
enhance their ability for developitg agriculture. We should also greatly advocate 
planned and economized consumption of grain and the development of animal husbandry and 
the breeding industry on the basis of the capacity of grain supply. 
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SHAANXI'S BAI JINIAN STRESSES PRODUCTION, ECONOMY 

25011 Xian Shaanxi Provincial Service in Mandarin 0155 GMT 21 Feb 87 

[Speech of Shaanxi provincial party committee Secretary Bai Jinian at 20 February Xian 
rally to mobilize drive to increase production and practice economy and increase 
revenue and economize expenditure -- read by announcer) 

(Excerpts) Comrade Bai Jinian siad: Comrades, Comrade Boxing has just now delivered a 
mobilization speech on behalf of the provincial party committee and the provincial 
government. Five comrades have also addressed this rally. Now, I have three points to 
add. 

First, what is the reason for lavucching the drive now to increase production and 
practice economy and increase revenue and economize expenditure and for regarding this 
drive as a major task in this year? Some people said that since it is now the 1980's, 
that the living standards have been improved, and since the consumption level has been 
raised, why all this stress on increasing production, practicing economy, plain living 
and hard struggle? It is true that it is now the 1980's and not the 1930's, during 
which the Red Army crossed over the snowy mountains and the marshy grassland and ate 
grass, roots, and barks; it is no longer the 1940's in which people led a hard life in 
the base area for fighting in the anti-Japanese war; it is no longer the early days of 
the founding of the PRC in which all neglected tasks and businesses were being restored 
and reinvigorated; and it is 4efinitely not the difficult 3-year period during the 
1960's. After conducting construction for 37 years, there have been great 
earth-shaking changes in our country. In particular, since the 34 Plenary Session of 
the llth CPC Central Committee, we have scored achievements in implementing the policy 
on reforms and opening up. These achievements are there for all to see. Our country 
and our people are gradually advancing toward prosperity, our people's living standards 
are being constantly improved, and our consumption level is being raised day by day. 
All these are facts. However, we must not lose sight of the fact that our country 
still has a very poor foundation to start with, that our country is still a relatively 
poor one in the world, and that our country is «till developing. We should not and 
cannot go in for promoting high consumption, for rashly putting up establi:hments and 
construction projects at all places, or for spending money extravagantly and 
wastefully. [passage omitted) We just absolutely avoid mistaking China for the United 
States, sistaking a developing country for a developed country, mistaking the 
hinterland for coastal areas, and mistaking achieving prosperity at a later stage for 
achieving prosperity at an earlier state. [passage omitted) 

This year the CPC Central Committee has called for grasping the drive to increase 
production and practice sconomy and increase revenue and economize expenditure as a 
major task. Due to the assualt made by the ideological trend of bourgeois 
liberalization in the previous period, some departments and some staff and workers have 
shown 4 blunted sense of plain living and hard struggle and of building up the country 
with industry and thrift, quite a few enterprises have been neglectful of tapping their 
internal potentials, economic results in our society have been rather poor, losses and 

deficits have increased, sad some areas and wnits have failed to strictly enforce 
financial and economic discipline and have shown very serious phenomena of extravagance 
and waste. All these conditions not only hinder our socialist modernization but are 
also detrimental to improving the general mood of society and to building socialist 
spiritual civilization. [passage omitted] 

Some people worry about whether the advocacy of plain living and hard struggle and of 
the drive to increase production and practice economy and increase revenue and 
economize expenditure will affect or fetter reform. 
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In ay opinion, this kind of worry is completely unnecessary. Both reform and the drive 
to increase production and practice econom: are aimed at promoting our socialist 
modernization. [passage omitted] 

Our party style was unhealthy in the past few years and the masses had complaints about 
this. The phenomena of extravagance and waste and the practice of spending money 
extravagantly and wastefully were the important aspects of this unhealthy party style. 
Therefore, launching the drive to increase production and practice economy and increase 
revenue and economize expenditure is of great importance to building our socialist 
material and spiritual civilizations, to rectifying our party style, and to carrying 
forward the fine tradition cf our party. This drive is absolutely not an expedient 
measure to solve temporary problems nor is this a passing breeze. We must make a 
sustained effort to extensively and deeply carry out this drive. 

Second, what are the tasks of the drive to increase production and practice economy? 
[passage omitted] As far as productive departments and enterprises are concerned, they 
must center their efforts on improving economic results, producing marketable products, 
improving product quality, and reducing material consumption. [passage omitted] 
Regarding capital construction, we must center our efforts on strictly controlling the 
scale of investments in fixed assets and reduce the inflated demand. [passage omitted] 

Party and government organs, and educational, scientific research, cultural, and public 
health institutions must make great efforts to reduce administrative and management 
expenses, resolutely reduce the number of meetings, and [words indistinct]. Generally 
speaking, provincial-level business meetings should involve only units at prefectural 
and city levels. We must greatly reduce the number of documents and bulletins. The 
provincial party committee and the srovincial government have instructed 411 

ts, committees, offices, and bureaus to check up on and consolidate their own 
publications and bulletins. Every unit should run no more than two publications or 
bulletins and should stop running any other additional publications and bulletins. 
[passage omitted] 

At present, we gust fully gobilize the masses to combat serie drought and other 
natural disasters and to try in every possible way to reap a bumper harvest this 
summer. [passage omitted) We must firmly grasp grain production, and adopt effective 
measures to increase per-unit area yield and total output of grain. With regard to 
practicing economy, we must center our efforts on guiding the peasants to have rational 
consumption, and to resist the trend of conducting extravagant weddings and funerals, 
sending gifts, going in for extravagant eating and drinking, creating statues of gods, 
building temples, and arbitrarily occupying farmland for building houses. 

Third, we must correctly understand and handle production-consumption relations. We 
must oppose impractical high consumption and advocate rational consumption. [passage 
omitted) Consumption plays a role in stimulating the development of production. We 
are not sweepingly opposing raising the consumption level. What we oppose is 
impractical and blind pursuit of high consumption. We advocate rational consumption. 
[passage omitted] 

There is this phenomenon: People blindly compare their living expenses with other 
households and their demand on consumption is becoming higher day by day. Some people 
earnestly wish that they could now have all the high-grade consumer goods for daily use 
such as color televisions, refrigerators, washing machines, combined hi-fi sets, and 
pianos. In conducting weddings and funerals, people have been displaying their wealth, 
going in for ostentation and extravagance, and spending more and more money in this 
regard. 
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The masses have satirized these conditions by saying: With the rise in the price of 
taking a wife, there is now a rise in the price of handling a dead body. A young 
couple's wedding a few years ago cost over 1,000 yuan. People at that time cried out 
about their inability to afford this. A young couple's wedding later cost 3,000 yuan. 
Parents who spent less money on their children's weddings got scoldings. Children of 
such parents and relatives and friends of such parents did not agree to their spending 
less money on their children's weddings. If this kind of common practice continued to 
develop, what a terrible thing it would be. These practices of blindly making 
comparisons, blindly seeking to outdo others in high consumption, and spending soney 
beyond one's means have not only created the problem of income falling short of 

expenditure among a number of households but have also affected the overall 
macroeconomic life, thus undoubtedly obstructing the smooth development of our 
modernization program. Therefore, in handling the issue of consumption, every 
collective and every individual must proceed from current reality, be practical and 
realistic, and keep expenditures within the limits of their income. [passage omitted] 

We must make sure that every unit and every individual will carry out tasks and 
measures for increasing production and practicing economy and for increasing revenue 
and economizing expenditure, and integrate these tasks and measures with the 
implementation of the economic responsibility system and with the deepening of reform. 
We must deepen the reform of urban and rural economic systems through extensive 
activities of increasing production and practicing economy and increasing revenue and 
ecorsmizing expenditure, and guarantee a healthy development of our reform. In 
carrying out the activities of increasing production and practicing economy and 
increasing revenue and economizing expenditure, we must pay special attention to 
solving problems concerning systems. We must reform irrational systems, establish and 
perfect rational economic management systems, be strict and impartial in enforcing 
discipline, and take party and administrative disciplinary actions or even legal 
proceedings against those who have wantonly squandered state assets or have caused 
serious economic losses. [passage omitted) 

XINJIANG RESOLVES PARTY RECTIFICATION PROBLEMS 

HK250621 Urumqi Xinjiang Regional Service in Mandarin 1300 GMT 23 Feb 87 

[Report by station reporter (Zhou Chao) 

[rent]! The party rectification guidance group under the autonomous regional pa 2 
committee yesterday began organizing inspection teams to inspect the work of handling 
problems left over by party rectification in regional-level organs. Following the 
publication at the end of last year of two important speeches on party rectification 
delivered by Bo Yibo, Central Commission for Guiding Party Rectification permanent vice 
chairman, the regional party rectification guidance group immediately issued a circular 
calling on all party committees and leading party groups in the Xinjiang region that 
had conducted party rectification to conscientiously grasp the essence of the speeches, 
to use the essence of the speeches to resolve problems remaining in party 
rectification, and to promote their summing-up of party rectification by seeking truth 
from facts. After receiving the circular, all units in regional-level organs conducted 
comprehensive reviews of their problems remaining in party rectification and resolved 
most of then. 

Party rectification inspection teams organized by the regional party rectification 
guidance group will adopt the method of the combination of listening to briefings, 
holding forums, and having private talks, supervise work in regional-level organs, 
speed up resolving problems remaining in party rectification, and ensure fulfillment of 
party rectification tasks in an all-round way. 
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PRC MEDIA ON TAIWAN AFFAIRS 

RALLY MARKS ANNIVERSARY OF TAIWAN UPRISING 

0W271842 Beijing XINHUA in English 1704 GMT 27 Feb 87 

[rent] Beijing, February 27 (XINHUA) — Taiwan compatriots in Beijing held a meeting 
this afternoon in the Great Hall of the People to mark the fortieth anniversary of an 
armed uprising in Taibei. 

On February 28, 1947 local policemen in Taibei beat up peddlers and at ensuing 
demonstrations the police killed three protesters. This enraged Taibei citizens who 
began an armed rebellion which lasted almost half a month. They were finally 
suppressed on March 13 when some 30 thousand [as received] participants were killed by 
the Army and police. 

One of the survivors, Cai Zimin, a Standing Council member of the Taiwan Democratic 
League, talked about the causes of the uprising. “The league, many of whose earlier 
members were uprising participants, has handed down patriotism first found in the 
uprising four decades ago. It has opposed the concepts of ‘an independent Taiwan,’ 
*two Chinas,’ and ‘one China, one Taivan, he said. The concept of “one country, two 
systems" proposed by the Chinese Communist Party is in the interests of the Taiwan 
people. “We hope the people in Taiwan can have a better understanding of the concept,” 
he said. 

Lin Liyun, chairman of the All China Federation of Taiwan Compatriots, said the 
achievements made on the mainland are widely known in the world and the economic 
development in Taiwan is praised widely. “China's prospects will be so bright when the 
peaceful reunification is realized, and brothers reunited,” she said. 

She hoped that the Taiwan authorities can shoulder the historical task for the 
reunification by abandoning their “no contact“ policy to take a big step for the 
prosperity of the Chinese nation. 

Zhou Peiyuan, vice-chairman of the Standing Committee of the Chinese People's Political 
Consultative Conference also spoke on behalf of the other seven democratic parties. He 
also hoped the Taiwan authorities would respect people willing to abandon the hatred to 
make a wise decision for an early reunification of the country and the people. 

MAINLAND RECOGNIZES TAIWAN NOTARIAL DOCUMENT 

OW171312 Beijing XINHUA in English 1041 GMT 17 Feb 87 

[rent]! Beijing, February 17 (XINHUA) -- A notarial document from Taiwan has enabled 
the relative of a Taiwan shareholder on the mainland to receive 4,000 yuan in share 
dividends in a shipping company, according to the Ministry of Justice. 

Yan Yongde, mother of Wang Zeyuan, who lives in Taiwan, applied in 1985 to receive 
dividends from her son's shares in the former Minsheng Shipping Company. Soon after, 
her son put an ad in the Hong Kong newspaper, TA KUNG PAO, saying that his original 
share certificate had been lost. In September 1986 he submitted a notarial document 
from a Taipei local court authorising his mother on the mainland to accept the 
dividends. The proper authorities, Changjiang Shipping Administration, agreed to pay 
Yan 4,000 yuan in dividends. 
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COMMENTARY DEFENDS REAGAN IRAN DEAL PERFORMANCE 
0W022333 Taipei CNA in English 1429 GMT 2 Mar 87 

[rent]! Taipei, March 2 (CNA) — The following is a commentary by the Broadcasting 
Corporation of China (BCC) in Taipei entitled “Back in the Saddle”: 

For all of six months the Government of the United States, specifically the Reagan 
administration, has been near-paralyzed by the Iranian arms sale issue. But now there 
is a flicker of hope that the scandal has run its course, and things will get back to 
normal in Washington. 

The good news came late last week when President Reagan announced that former U.S. 
Senator Howard Baker would succeed Donald Regan as White Bouse chief of staff. Baker's 
appointment has been hailed as timely and wise. The former senator has an excellent 
reputation, gained from his Watergate Committee days, for being objective and honest, 
yet loyal. His appointment is sure to mollify critics of the Iran arms deal and help 
put the Reagan administration back in the saddle. 

Viewed from abroad, the Iranian arms scandal seems to be another issue in American 
politics that should have stayed a e hill. But, as in Watergate, the media decided 
the issue presented them with a chance to get at the U.S. chief executive. And in 
Reagan's case, the media felt it was a rare chance to blemish his otherwise 
“teflon-coated” performance. 

The policy itself — making good on past arms deals to either release hostages or 
cultivate moderates in the Iranian Government -- is probably one that any U.S. 
politician would have pursued were he in Reagan's shoes. For starters, the practice of 
cultivating moderates in unstable regimes is an old Democratic Party habit. Just as 
Democrats have tried to foster close ties with moderates in the Philippines, South 
Korea and Argentina, to mention a few, so would they have undertaken the Iran 
initiative. 

It is the policy of dealing with terrorists while publicly stating otherwise that 
bothered most people. But even this initiative is defensible. Secrecy is an important 
element in any nation’s security and foreign policy. By putting up a public facade 
against deals with terrorists, and proceeding to deal with them behind the scenes, 
Reagan hoped the secrecy would help the chances of success. It did. When the secrecy 
was destroyed, the initiative to Iran was cut off. Sure, the charge remains that 
President Reagan was dealing with a state his government had declared to be terrorist. 
But how do you get such a state out of the business of terroriss? By constantly 
provoking it in public, or cultivating ite leadership in secrecy? 

The second part of the Iranian arms sales scandal -- the diversion of profits to the 
contra rebels in Nicaragua -- is more difficult to defend from any angle. As much as a 
lot of people in the free world would like to see the contras receive aid, the fact of 
the matter in Washington is that the profit diversions probably broke not a few U.S. 
laws. According to the Tower Report on the scandal, however, these actions were 
undertaken by a runaway national security staff and were not directed by the President 
himself. 

In any case, the appointment of Howard Baker as the new chief of staff should get the 
media off the administration's beck and permit the White House to get on with the 
business of governing. With President Reagan beck in the saddle again, the free world 
can give a sigh of relief. 
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BOFT URGES MEASURES TO OFFSET U.S. PROTECTIONISN 
0W020303 Taipei CNA in English 0239 GMT 2 Mar 87 

[rent]! Taipei, March 1 (CNA) — The Board of Foreign Trade (BOFT] has called for an 
accelerated economic liberalization to cope with the impact of U.S. trade bills which 
are likely to become law before the end of this year. A BOFT official said over the 
weekend that the U.S. House of Representatives, the Senate and the Reagan 
administration have each introduced omnibus trade bills aimed at reducing U.S. trade 
deficits and enhancing its competitiveness. 

Of the three bills, the House of Representatives bill is the most protective because it 
calls for a gradual reduction in the surpluses enjoyed by U.S. trade partners, 
retaliation against those countries which do not respect labor rights, and the 
establishment of a new quota systes. 

The Senate bill urges the Executive Branch to pressure those countries which peg their 
exchange rates to the U.S. dollar to appreciate their currencies, and to retaliate 
against those countries which restrict U.S. trade opportunities. 

Although the U.S. Executive Branch proposed a less protective bill, it will probably 
compromise with U.S. Congress on some major points in order to get the authorization to 
conduct trade and tariff talks with foreign countries and to seek an advantage in the 
1988 elections. 

Since the ROC [Republic of China] is one of the countries that enjoys large trade 
surpluses with the U.S., it should accelerate its economic liberalisation, expand 

and diversify overseas markets to reduce the anticipated impact of the bills, 
the official said. 

TASE FORCE TO EXAMINE LIFTING PRESS RESTRICTIONS 

0280311 Taipei CNA in English 0238 GMT 28 Feb 87 

{Text) Taipei, Feb. 27 (CNA) — The Government Information Office [GIO] invited « 
number of scholars and experts to a meeting Friday to discuss the lifting of 
restrictions on newspaper licensing and the number of pages permitted for each edition 
of the newspaper in the Republic of China. A GIO official said an ll-meaber task force 
will be set up to study a revision of the publication law, to review the existing press 
evaluation system, to determine the number of permitted pages, the size of characters 
and the proportion of advertisements to news items, and to set certain regulations to 
ensure a fair competition between newspapers. 

Members of the task force will include professors of journalism, legal experts and 
representatives from newspapers and advertising agencies. The formation of the task 
force is in compliance with reste Yu Kuo-hua's Feb. 5 instruction that the GIO study 
the possibility of easing newsparer restrictions to further promote freedom of the 
press. GIO Director-general Chang King-yuh went down to Kaohsiung Thursday to discuss 
the issue with scholars in southern Taiwan. Similar seminars will be held throughout 
the country to collect opinions on the proposed deregulation. 
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§K280108 Bong Kong SOUTH CHINA MORNING POST in English 28 Feb 87 p 6 

(Editorial: “Political Obituary for President Reagan”) 

[rent]! The Tower Commission which investigated the secret sale of arms to ‘ran and the 
diversion of funds to the Contra rebels has brought down a report which efiectively is 
the political obituary for President Reagan. Unless the President can reassert his 
magnetic hold on the American public with his televised reply next week, and also takes 
decisive action — conspicuously missing so far — to repair the damage, he cannot save 
the last two years of the prvsidency. 

The report painted a picture of a President not in control, lacking in leadership, 
unable and unwilling to oversee the implementation of policy, badly advised and flawed 
in judgement. At a time when the Soviet Union appears to have seized the initiative, 
Mr Reagan is portrayed as a man unable even to remember when he authorised what. The 
report found a rogue force in the National Security Council, operating in secret, 
ignoring the law, pursuing its own private foreign policy in contradiction to the 
edministraticn’s stated sims. The report names incompetent aides and saverick 
advisers, points out errors, inconsistencies, stupidities. It is an indictment of an 
administration in disarray. 

It did not find the President had acted unlawfully, but it certainly questioned his 
judgement and his abilities. Mr Reagan's “intense compassion” for the American 
hostages in Lebanon was an emotional response which led to a policy which went against 
his own declaration that “never again” would America bow to dictators or yield to 
terror ies. This amazing turnabout sot only contradicted policy, it proved to be 
counter-productive. It stimulated other nations to sell arms to Iran, created 
incentives for taking gore hostages, threatened to influence the Gulf War and tip the 
balance of power in the Middle East, and cast doubts on the veracity of government 
statements to ite allies. 

The report, in condemning Mr Reagan for his lax style of government, casts doubts on 
his ability to govern in the last two years of the presidency. The comission 
chairman, Mr John Tower, «a former Republican senator from Texa. and a long-time 
supporter of Mr Reagan, said: “The President clearly did not understand the nature of 
this operation.” The report was blunter: “The President appears to have proceeded 
with a concept of the initiative that was not accurately reflected in the reality of 
the operation. The President did not seeem to be aware of the way in which the 
operation was implemented and the full consequences of United States participation.” 
The report was particularly damaging because it was prepared by «a board of the 
President's own choosing. The three-member panel — Mr Tower, former National Security 
Adviser Mr Brent Scowcroft and fert Secretary of State Mr Edmund Muskie — has a high 
reputation, and avoids the partisan taint of criticism from the Democrat-controlled 
Congress. 

The pressure is on the president to respond effectively. Unless he does so, it will be 
difficult for hie to regain control of the country’s policy agenda, particularly with 
the Democrats in the ascendancy. Crucial is whether the man in the street will forsake 
Mr Reagan over the affair. Although his ratings have fallen since the scandal became 
public, hie personal popularity is still relatively high. Public backing could offset 
his loss of support among the power brokers of Washington, though personal popularity 
does not always translate into support for his policies, as seen in November when the 
public rebuffed his campaign and restored control of the Senate to the Democrats. 
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The Tower Report comes at a critical moment. How the President responds to the report, 
and the public's reaction to his reply, will determine whether he remsins an active and 
effective leader during his final two years in office. Many of his advisers are hoping 

and its severity will jar his into condemning the operation 
has done so far, and into accepting greater blame for its 

This, plus some fast damage control — sacking the White Bouse Chief of Staff and other 
National Security Council and stopping in-fighting within 

his administration — could leave Mr Reagan in a stronger position than expected. but 
he will need to move quickly, because the implications of the report have still to sink 
in. One Republican strategist described it as “like an anvil falling on us.” 

The danger is that the faith of the public and of the Western allies in his capacity to 
lead will be further eroded in the remaining years of his second ters. It appears two 

unlikely, with two congressional committees and a special prosecutor beginning their 
work, that anything Mr Reagan does now will repair all of the damage. There are still 
more anvils to fall. 

HKO30245 Hong Kong HONGKONG STANDARD (BUSINESS STANDARD) in English 3 Mar 87 p 1 

[Text] Hong Kong has joined 24 other sembers of the International Textiles and 
Clothing Bureau (ITCB) in publicly condemning the “Son of Jenkins” textile trade bill. 

The bureau yesterday issued a statement outlining its objections to the protectionist 
1967 Textile and Apparel Act, which was introduced in the U.S. Congress almost two 
weeks ago. 

The bill is based on the Jenkins Bill of 1986 and, despite its claim to comparative 
moderation, is considered by the bureau a greater threat than its predecessor. 

Key changes in the new bill are its call for global quotas and no rolil-backs on 1986 
market export levels held by foreigners. 

But the bureau is extremely disturbed by a clais of “serious injury” to the American 
textile and garment industry. 

It maintains the real intention of the bill “is no doubt to freeze and to eventually 
roll-back the present level of imports through devious mechanisms”. 

“These mechanisms comprise abuse of Article 19 of the General Agreement on Trade and 
Tariffs (GATT), circumvention of procedures for relief of stipulated areas in the U.S. 
Trade Act of 1974, and the arbitrary spacing of imports and the manipulation of quotas 
eo that the domestic industry could enjoy unprecedented protection and could mark up 
prices on products,” the bureau stated. 

Hong Kong's permanent representative to the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 
(CATT), icnsel Cartland, represented the territory at an ITCB meeting held in Geneva 
iast week to address this bill. 



Mr. Cartland aleo discussed the protectionist sture of the bill at « GATT surveillance 
body meeting. 

In Gong Kong, the Trade Departeent is ~ ching with its advisors in Washington on the 
implications of the bill and how to prevent its introduction. 

Points soted by the ITC are: 

— The United States textile and apparel industry is 
sponsors of the Act siaply assert “serious injury” in 
established procedures for import relirt. 

~~ The domestic market is expending, with consumer spending on clothing in the United 
States heaving risen by six percent last year and optimistic forecasts for 1967. 

in fect, in good shape. The 
the legislation to avoid using 

— The bill ele it can «ase article 19 of the CATT. The dare lista this 
article only provides for temporary protection of « particular product and not of an 
entire industry for 10 years. 

ACAD COVERROR K FARM, FACTORY 

OW261442 Beijing KIMBUA in English 1430 GT 26 Fed 67 

(Text) Guangshou, February 26 (XINHUA) ~~ Macao Governor Joequie Pinto 
praised a Chinese fare combining agriculture, industry and commerce in 
good example. 

The governor and his wife visited « pharmaceutical factory, « toye factory and 
worker's family of the Baiyun Corporation of Agriculture, Industry and Commerce. 

The corporation, formerly « «eiate farm, thes developed into « big comprehensive 
enterprise with 116 factories and 12,000 workers. It turns out gore than 800 varieties 
of products. It has signed gore than 160 contracts with foreign businessmen on 
processing with imported aaterials, compensation trade, joint venture and co-management. 

This afternoon, Machado visited the No. | Medical College of the Chinese People's 
Liberation Army and « hospital attached to the college. 

The Meceo governor gave a return banquet here thie evening and will leave Guangehou for 
@ tour of Foshan, Thongshan and Zhuhai cities in Guangdong Province before going back 
to Macao. 

Mach do 
Cuangshou as 
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